
THE DIES OF THOMAS SPENCE (1750-1814) 

R. H. T H O M P S O N 

T H I S paper was stimulated by a most interesting handbill reprinted by Dr. Bell ( 1 9 6 8 , 

165 ) . 1 Although it had previously been reprinted by Arthur Waters, his work ( 1 9 1 7 ) was 
published in only seventy-five copies. Dr. Bell, however, added some comments denying 
the handbill's authenticity, and it appears never to have been properly appreciated. 
It seemed more likely that the preconceptions were false which denied the handbill 
recognition than the handbill itself, and the skeleton of this paper, delivered at the British 
Numismatic Society's symposium on the eighteenth century held in May 1969, was 
devoted to proving the handbill's authenticity. However, the arguments developed for 
this purpose serve also to identify Spence's dies as distinct from others with which they 
are linked, and it is towards this problem of attribution that the following paper is 
directed.2 Miss Marion Archibald and Dr. J. P. C. Kent, of the Department of Coins 
and Medals at the British Museum, have been willing to discuss points in it at any time, 
and to them I am deeply grateful. The splendid photographs for the plates I owe to 
Messrs. John Webb of the Brompton Studio, and Peter Clayton. 

After the minimum of detail essential to a chronology and understanding of Spence, 
I identify as his several dies which name him, dies listed in combination in his Supple-
ment, associated and other dies in the handbill, and dies linked chiefly with these; 
I consider a couple of dies which occur mainly with edges naming Spence; discuss the 
remaining linked dies, some of them appearing at first to be possible Spence dies; and 
deal briefly with the farthing-size dies. Finally, I consider the use Spence made of his 
tokens, counterstamps, and dies. Within this framework I am able to add something to 
Waters in description of the dies, which in certain cases might have sufficed to identify 
them as Spence's. The descriptive notes are never, in the first instance, used for this 
purpose, nor to make the designs conversation pieces of dubious relevance: they are 
intended to explain the designs where necessary, and to indicate their relationship to 
Spence and to their time. I have endeavoured to enter into his mind, to understand and 
interpret him by his own lights, without (as George Vertue put it) 'any observations con-
cerning right or wrong, just or unjust, leaving that to the impartial readers of the best 
authentick writers'. Such observations would not be numismatics. 

SPENCE3 

Thomas Spence was a poor schoolmaster of Newcastle upon Tyne. His experiences 
led him to propose a phonetic alphabet (1775), which he used for several of his numerous 

1 References to the sources at the end are given in 
the form of surname (or other heading) and date, 
followed in the case of catalogues by the item number, 
otherwise by page or folio. 

2 Mr. Tom Hill's analysis, in Seaby's Coin and Medal 
Bulletin, No. 393, Feb. 1951, pp. 59-60, merely in-
cludes all the tokens which Dalton and Hamer grouped 
in Middlesex as Spence's, and excludes all those they 

put in other counties. 
3 For Spence see Miss Rudkin (1927), and other 

works listed among the sources for this paper. For the 
historical background and an assessment of his real 
importance see especially Dr. E. P. Thompson (1968), 
who has magnificently re-created the causes for such 
anger as Spence's. 
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tracts. He claimed to have reduced to order, however, not only language but also 
politics. 

In 1771 there was a lawsuit between the freemen of Newcastle and the Corporation, 
which had attempted to let part of the Town Moor to builders. The freemen won their 
case that the land belonged to them, and with the rents were able to build and endow 
several almshouses. This greatly inspired Spence, and on 8 November 1775 at a meeting 
of the new Philosophical Society he delivered his Plan: men have natural and equal 
rights to liberty and hence (he argues) to land, of which the landlords must be dispos-
sessed; the inhabitants of every parish should form a corporation, which will let small 
plots of land to each of them, the rents being used to pay officials and members of par-
liament (elected by a universal ballot), to finance public services, to maintain the poor, 
etc. For this lecture, and for immediately publishing it like a halfpenny ballad, the society 
did him 'the honour' of expelling him. 

Spence's fortunes thereafter declined—children are said to have been kept away from 
his school (Evans, 1821, 2). By 6 December 1792 (in November of that year according 
to Miss Rudkin, 1927, 58) he had moved to London, where for the next four years he 
was involved in the intensive democratic agitation stimulated by the French Revolution. 

He set up as a radical bookseller at the corner of Chancery Lane. For selling the 
'social' Second Part of Paine's Rights of Man, and his own publications, he was on three 
occasions arrested. On Christmas Eve 1792 his landlord gave him three months' notice 
to quit his stall; his own Rights of Man (1793) gives the Chancery Lane address, so it 
was early in 1793 that he moved to No. 8 Little Turnstile, where this paper is most 
concerned with him. 

Among his continuing flow of pamphlets and broadsides to promote his Plan, he 
started a penny weekly which in reaction to Burke's insulting reference to the 'swinish 
multitude' he named Pigs' Meat. When he had completed the second volume, however, 
Pitt's Government suspended the Habeas Corpus Act, and on 20 May 1794 Spence was 
arrested and committed to Newgate with other members of the reforming societies. The 
trial for high treason of Thomas Hardy, secretary of the London Corresponding Society, 
resulted in his acquittal amid popular rejoicing, to be followed by that of Home Tooke 
and of John Thelwall. Spence was finally released, without trial, on 22 December; his 
business was 'much decayed'. 

He added to his bookselling the sale of tokens: the 'many coins, which might have 
been had in currency a few months back, at the value of a halfpenny, [and] now on 
account of their scarceness bring a great price' (Spence, 1795A, p. 52).1 The first docu-
mentary evidence for this activity is the payment Miss Banks made on 17 March 1795 
(MS.) for 'Pitt & Fox' (cf. obv. L), and to a Mr. Brady for 'Spence'. He soon published 
one of the earliest catalogues of the eighteenth-century tokens, The Coin Collector's 
Companion (1795), which 'had three advantages over the preceding list: the account of 
nearly two hundred additional half-pennies, the alphabetical arrangement, and the 
copiousness of its descriptions' (Sheplard, 1798, 213);2 'and an appendix . . . appeared 
soon afterwards' (ibid. 120). This must refer to the six-page Supplement, which includes 

1 Here, as elsewhere, I have modernized punctua-
tion and capitalization. 

2 According to Sheplard it was published 'in the 
beginning of' 1795; but the 'preceding list' (published 

by Hammond) was apparently dated not 1794 as he 
states but 1795 (Dalton and Hamer, p. [3]; no copy 
traced). Miss Banks bought a copy of 'Mr. Spence's 
publication on tokens' on 16 May 1795. 
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at least one die dated 1796 (rev. H below). A person signing himself R. Y., who on 20 
February 1797 had called at Spence's shop 'not long since' (1797, 269), on 7 May 
wrote to the Gentleman's Magazine (1797, 471): 'I have been informed that Mr. Spence 
has quitted the business of dealing in coins.' This provides the terminus ante quern; but 
in the following year Sheplard recalled (1798,122) that 'before the commencement of the 
year 1797 a considerable change had taken place . . . the dealers were fewer in number 
. . . Spence . . . became a bankrupt'. Although he is unlikely ever to have been so formally 
in business nor his financial position ever so sound as to justify the term bankruptcy, 
I see no difficulty in accepting that it was late in 1796 that Spence gave up dealing in 
tokens.1 About the same time he moved from the 'Hive of Liberty' in Little Turnstile 
(to which some of his dies refer) to 9 Oxford Street: Place (MSS., 190) dates this to 
1796; his Rights of Infants, its preface dated 19 March 1797, announces that he is 
'lately removed'. 

In spite of his continuous poverty, and the increasing repression which culminated 
for Spence in his 'important trial' of 1801 followed by a year's imprisonment, he per-
severed in his 'earnest desire to benefit mankind' {Gentleman's Magazine, 84 (2), Sep-
tember 1814, 300). A group of followers gathered about him, and indeed the Society 
of Spencean Philanthropists became the only group of English Jacobins to survive the 
French Wars. They were joined by Arthur Thistlewood, Thomas Preston, and the two 
Doctors Watson, who were all involved in the Spa Fields riot of December 1816 (and 
Thistlewood in the Cato Street Conspiracy, 1820); as a result, the Spenceans were by 
name suppressed and prohibited in the Act against Seditious Meetings and Assemblies, 
1817 (57 Geo. 3, c. 19, s. 24). Spence's Plan remained influential for some years, but 
Miss Rudkin (1927, 191-202) has traced a movement of opinion in the eighteen-
twenties from Spence to Robert Owen; who himself, she argues, nevertheless merely 
adopted and added to Spence's ideas. 

Thomas Spence, however, had died on 1 September 1814.2 He retained some tokens 
to the last, for at the end of a new periodical, The Giant Killer, which he started on 
6 August 1814, there is a note that 'With every first number sold will be given an 
appropriate medal wrapped up in a song, GRATIS' ; and at his funeral on 8 September 'his 
medals were distributed to the crowd as the procession passed along, [and] many medals 
were thrown into the grave' (Evans, 1821, 3-4).3 

SPENCE'S DIES 

It has been stated that Spence did not manufacture tokens himself (Farnell, 1958, 
450; and in Bell, 1968, 165); and it may indeed be true that he did not himself own a 
coining press. Pye (1801, 2) listed Spence among the manufacturers, but relied on others 
(Miss Banks, the die-sinker Milton, Mr. Young) for his information about London. 
Place (MSS., 182) declared only that he 'caused several [tokens] to be struck for his 
own use'. Thomas Evans, who was a Spencean by 1797/8 at the latest (Thompson, 1968, 
177; 182; 188), recalled that he 'continued . . . to strike medals', but had earlier stated 

1 Cf. farthing obv. 13. 
2 Place (MSS.), 140; the Dictionary of National 

Biography gives the date of his burial. 
3 Unhappily for the prospect of Spence's tokens 

appearing in future 'grave goods', the late Mr. A. W. 

Jan and Mr. P. Clayton concluded that Spence's 
grave, in the burial ground of St. James's on the 
eastern side of Hampstead Road (Waters, 1917, 7), 
was probably destroyed in the construction of the 
railway into Euston. 
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that Spence 'had medals struck' (1821,2-3). It will become clear from the passage quoted 
below and subsequent argument, however, not only that tokens were manufactured in 
the quantities ordered by Spence, 'published and sold' by him, but also that dies were 
produced for him, used under his control on blanks obtained by him, and sold by him. 
For most purposes, therefore, it is of no importance whether Spence was a proprietor 
who also owned his dies, or a manufacturer owning a press. One may conclude with 
Mitchell (1821, 427-8) that 'Spence either struck, or caused to be struck, a variety of 
copper coins, some of which were extremely curious'. 

The evidence for the sale of Spence's dies comes in the letter from R. Y. to which 
reference has already been made (1797, 471): 

I have been informed that Mr. Spence has quitted the business of dealing in coins, and has disposed 
of his dies principally, if no t entirely, to a dealer in Holbourn . 1 1 think I can easily enumerate above 
40 dies of the half-penny size, and 13 of the farthing, originally struck for Spence, and which, being 
now transferred to another dealer, will p r o b a b l y . . . be interchanged for the purpose of accommodating 
collectors. 

This shows why it is necessary for a careful argument to identify Spence's dies. I deal 
first with those of halfpenny size. 

D I E S N A M I N G S P E N C E 
It is hardly to be doubted that the following ten dies (obvs. A-F, revs. A-D),2 which 

either name him or have a documented connection with him, were produced for Thomas 
Spence (or, in the one case, his brother Jeremiah; Pye, 1801, xxxviii. 2), and that with the 
exception of obv. and rev. A they were used by him. 
Obv. A : + S P E N C E S G L O R I O U S P L A N I IS P A R O C H I A L P A R T N E R S H I P IN L A N D / W I T H O U T PRIVATE L A N D -

L O R D I S M + / the sun in rays, at the centre . + . SPENCES-PLAN / NOV 8 / 1775 / 
[Plate VIII, obv. A 

Spence would probably have described the design as the 'meridian' sun, the title of one 
of his publications (1796). It occurs only with the following die (DH, Middlesex 676, 
and on a farthing-size blank 1076). 
Rev. A : THIS J U S T P L A N / W I L L P R O D U C E EVERLASTING PEACE A N D HAPPINESS / OR IN F A C T T H E 

M I L L E N I U M [s/c] / a pair of scales, an olive branch above, a cornucopia of fruit below. 
[Plate VIII, rev. A 

Arthur Waters (1954, 17) assigns this piece to Spence's Newcastle period, solely it 
appears on account of the date it bears—which is of course the day of his lecture. 
Inasmuch as he immediately had his lecture printed, he might also have had a medal 
struck; but he could just as well have produced it at any time up to his death. It is 
described by Place (MSS., 182); perhaps by Evans (1821, 2) as the 'medals struck in 
copper, shortly explanatory of his system', immediately before mentioning his move to 
Little Turnstile; and described perhaps from memory, by Mitchell (1821, 427-8) as a 
coin which 'had on one side an inscription in favour of liberty, and on the other a rising 
sun', and which 'was requested by him to be put into his coffin, but we know not 

1 i.e. Peter Skidmore; see obv. N/rev. OO. 'becomes an obverse with the following dies'; though 
2 I have called the dies a consistent obverse or unavoidably there remain some obverse and reverse 

reverse according to the majority of their links, taking mules. Between the dies identified as likely or certainly 
Spence's Head as an obverse (see Table II). This makes Spence's, however, there are only seventeen, fifteen 
unnecessary the frequent but unconvincing instruction of them rare, some of which may have been produced 
in Dalton and Hamer that such and such a reverse by Skidmore. 

0 7473 K. 
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whether his request was attended to'. I have found no earlier reference to it, quite 
possibly because it was seen to be a medal and not a token. 

There are, however, various hints, insubstantial in themselves, which cumulatively 
point to a narrower period for its production. It does occur with Spence countermarks 
(Batty, 1878, 4755; Waters, 1906, 52), and so preceded that venture if it was not con-
temporary with it. The lack of die-linking suggests that it is to be separated from his 
main token period (1795-6), possibly by his seven months' imprisonment (1794). The 
words 'the millennium' he also uses in the title of a 'Song to be sung at the commence-
ment of the milennium' in Pigs' Meat, i, 42 (the awkwardness of its use on the medal 
might indicate an earlier unfamiliarity); two or three years later, however, the song is 
for 'the political milennium' (1796, 11), probably to distinguish Spence's goals from the 
millenarian fantasies among the poor which suddenly, after a century or more, re-
emerged in 1793-4 (Thompson, 1968, 127-30) ;x that he would distinguish them is con-
firmed by his words at the 1801 trial: 'For religious People look for such a [future blessed] 
State under the Notion of a Millenium' (1803, 57); and in a later broadside Spensonia 
is only 'a millenium' (1805); it seems likely, therefore, that Spence would not have used 
the words 'the millennium' much later than 1793. Within the years 1775-93 it is perhaps 
more likely to be at the end of this period that Spence had this medal struck, since it 
was in London that he was most active in propagating his Plan, and produced his 
tokens. It may therefore be tentatively dated as c. 1793(?) 

Obv. B: [His Head] + T*SPENCE+7 MONTHS IMPRISOND FOR HIGH TREASON+ / 1794 [the 4 reversed] / 
bust left, JAMES below. [Plate VI, obv. 1 

Spence (1795s), 418; B. London 98.2 Miss Rudkin says of this bust (1927, 35), 'There 
are lines of humour about his mouth. His eyes are of the downward piercing type that 
can gleam with humour or blaze with fanaticism.' He appears to be dressed in the French 
Republican mode, 'with unpowdered hair hanging loosely down behind—his neck nearly 
bare' (quoted Thompson, 1968, 139). 

Another head is described by Spence (1795A, 359) as bearing the legend 'In goal [szc] 
or abroad, whatever betide, my struggles for freedom shall be. 1795' (he uses the same 
words in Pigs' Meat, iii. 250). Although no specimen had ever been seen (Waters, 1954, 
50), it was unfortunately adopted in the Addenda to Dalton and Hamer (Middlesex 
676 bis). Since it appears in Spence's Addenda and not in the subsequent Supplement, 
which first records the known die, it is best taken (unless and until a specimen turns up) 
to be obv. B as originally planned; perhaps James found the legend too long. 

1 In Spence's usage the word must bear its secular 
sense of 'a period of happiness and benign govern-
ment', which the Oxford English Dictionary does not 
record before 1820; but see, in addition to Spence, the 
quotation from Thomas Holcroft at Thompson, 1968, 
120. Spence had, not surprisingly, read the Book of 
Revelation (Rudkin, 1927, 16); if he was one of the 
first to make secular use of 'millennium', the vision of 
rev. J would explain it. 

2 I supply the earliest record I have found of each 
certain and likely Spence die, partly as material for 
any study of the originality (or otherwise) of his satire; 
Birchall (1796), halfpennies and farthings, so often 
provide this record that I abbreviate them to 'B.' 

Spence gives the legend of obv. B as 'Seven months 
imprisoned for high treason in 1794' (my italics); 
therefore he may not have intended it to be engraved 
as though this were the date of the coin. In view of the 
following note (Spence, 1795A, p. 51), I believe that 
such dates as appear on his tokens are normally to 
be trusted as the year of production: 'As coins are 
liable to be seen by future generations, it is lamented 
by connoisseurs that many of those of the present day 
are published without a date, which will render it 
difficult for posterity to judge of the time of their 
utterance. This objection, it is hoped, engravers will 
for the future be careful to obviate . . .' This may 
account for the attempt to obliterate the date on rev. F. 
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Rev. B : [Three Thomas 's] T H O 5 SPENCE / sir T H O 5 MORE / T H O 5 PAINE / *NOTED ADVOCATES FOR THE 
RIGHTS OF MAN. / [Plate VI, rev. 2 

Spence (1795), 269. Pigs' Meat is collected by 'the poor man's advocate'; likewise at his 
trial in 1801 Spence called himself the 'unfee'd advocate of the disinherited seed of 
Adam', and according to the Morning Chronicle likened himself 'particularly to Hamp-
den, Sir Thomas More, and the great champions of British freedom' (Rudkin, 1927, 
115). A die with three men hanging, and the legend NOTED ADVOCATES FOR THE RIGHTS 

OF MEN/1796 (DH, Middlesex 837-8) must be a parody of rev. B; cf. FO 11. 
Obv. C : [Pig] Pigs meat Published by T. Spence London / 'a boar treading upon coronets, mitres, &c. 

and above a cap of liberty' (Spence, 1795, 269). [Plate VI, obv. 2 
Rev. C : [9-line bookseller] T / SPENCE / BOOKSELLER / DEALER IN / PRINTS & COINS / N 8 / LITTLE / 

TURNSTILE HOLBOR(N) / LONDON / [Plate VIII, rev. C 
The London locality has regularly been transcribed as HOLBOB or HOLROR, and Spence's 
engraver criticized for such a mistake. The letters are certainly ambiguous (examination 
under a microscope suggests if anything HOLROB); but I believe it is to be read correctly 
as HOLBORN, with the N in COINS serving a double purpose. 
Obv. D : [8-line bookseller] T / SPENCE / BOOKSELLER / . + * + . / DEALER + IN / . + * + . / + P R I N T S + / 

. & . / COINS I LITTLE TURN-STILE N2 8 HOLBORN LONDON / a radiation above. 
[Plate VIII, obv. D 

The absence of any early record of impressions from this and the previous die pre-
sumably indicates that they were considered to be shop tickets rather than tokens. 
Rev. D : [Indian] IF RENTS I ONCE CONSENT TO PAY / MY LIBERTY IS PAST AWAY / a Nor th American 

Indian, right. [Plate VII, rev. 12 
B., appendix, London 188. On 2 February 1796 Spence published an engraving, signed 
by his son W. Spence, in which a Disappointed Missionary addresses some Red Indians: 
'God has enjoined you to be Christians to pay rents and tythes and become a civilized 
people.' They reply: 'If rents we once consent to pay / taxes next you'll on us lay / and 
then our freedoom's [szc] pass'd away'; the die obviously shares the same origin. A 
similar engraving dated 1 February 1796 points the Contrast between two Red Indians 
and 'the civilized Ass'.1 

Obv. E : [Double-loaded Ass] i WAS AN ASS TO BEAR THE FIRST PAIR + / an ass with a human (?) face, 
bearing two pairs of panniers, the lower both labelled RENTS, the upper TAX'S. [Plate VII, obv. 12 

B., London 185-8. The engraving just mentioned has the doubly laden ass saying: 
'I'm doomd to end-less toil and care /1 was an ass to bear the first pair.' The sequence 
of thought is thus explained in Spence's words (1796, 10): 'When a people create land-
lords, they create a numerous host of hereditary tyrants and oppressors, who not content 
with their lordly revenues of rents, seize also upon the government . . . and take . . . 
enormous salaries for the places they occupy therein . . .; so that. . . the poor dull ass 
the public become thus loaded, as it were, with two pair of panyers.' 
Obv. F : *J SPENCE*SLOP-SELLER*NEWCASTLE* / a sailor right, JAMES below. [Plate VI, obv. 9 
Virtuoso 37, dated 24 November 1795, with obv. O. Although a mule in respect of the 
majority of Thomas Spence's dies, these two probably formed the original pair, which 

1 A copy of the Disapoinled [s/'c] Missionary is 
bound into vol. i of one of the sets of Pigs' Meat in 
the Goldsmiths' Library. In vol. ii of the same set is 

The Contrast, and another copy of it is preserved in 
the set of Pigs' Meat in the British Museum (Depart-
ment of Coins and Medals). 
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Spence separated to use both as obverses; cf. obv. X. For his brother Jeremiah see 
Mackenzie (1827) i. 399-401; he was a zealous Glassite (or Sandemanian), and whereas 
Thomas wished to revolutionize society, 'Jeremiah and his friends actually "revolu-
tionized" their small religious society' (Rudkin, 1927, 22). 'Slop' has been explained as 
saloop, hot sassafras, but in Spence's dictionary (1775) it is 'a pair of trousers', and 
'slops' are defined as loose trousers, especially those worn by sailors. 

S P E N C E ' S S U P P L E M E N T 

Sheplard describes the Supplement to Spence's Coin Collector's Companion (1795s) 
as 'chiefly containing an account of Spence's own coins' (1798, 120). This is indeed so, 
as some economies that Spence made in cataloguing permit one to recognize. No. 376: 
Deserted Village, rev. Britannia, is followed by 376 (2): Ditto, rev. Shepherd, and so on, 
up to 376 (9): Ditto, rev. Heart in Hand. Five subsequent entries (377, 397, 398, 408, 418) 
are described as having the same reverses as Deserted Village. However, of the fifty-four 
tokens which should have resulted from these combinations of dies, a total of twelve 
are not recorded elsewhere, even by the industrious Birchall or the comprehensive 
Conder. In view of the numerous contemporary collectors of these tokens, this seems too 
many just to have slipped out of existence; they were therefore listed by the man who 
owned the dies and supposed he would produce them all—but never did. The obverse 
of 418 has already been identified as Spence's (B), and likewise reverse 8 (B); the remain-
ing thirteen dies are described below (obvs. G-K, revs. E-L). 

Obv. G : [Deserted Village] ONE O N L Y MASTER GRASPS THE W H O L E DOMAIN + / 1795 / a village in ruins. 
[Plate VI, obv. 5 

B., London 115 (with rev. F). The legend is a line from Goldsmith's Deserted Village, 
which was quoted in Pigs' Meat, i. 33, in an extract headed 'A lamentation for the 
oppressed'. This was a theme which touched deep sources of feeling in the memories of 
Jacobin journeymen and artisans (Thompson, 1968, 157; and for the human side of the 
enclosures, 237-58). 

Obv. H : [Dudley Castle] D U D L E Y T O K E N / a castle beyond trees, JAMES below. [Plate VI, obv. 8 
Spence (1795), 99, with rev. F. Failing any obvious Spencean significance, these might 
originally have been stock dies of James's, who had formerly worked in Birmingham. 

Obv. I : [Press gang] *BRITISH*LIBERTY*DISPLAYED* / 1795 / 'a press-gang dragging away an impressed 
man ' (Spence, 1795s, 397). [Plate VII, obv. 11 

B., London 31-7. No institution was as much hated as the press gang in the eighteenth 
century (Thompson, 1968, 88). 

Obv. J : TREE OF LIBERTY / ' the head of the protector of men's liberties upon a pole in glory, and the 
people dancing round it' (Spence, 1795s, 398). [Plate VI, obv. 4 

B., London 38-45. A tree of liberty was a post or tree set up by the people from the time 
of the War of American Independence, hung with flags and devices, and crowned with 
a cap of liberty (Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable). Here the bonnet rouge is 
replaced by a radiated head which is clearly that of Pitt; a Wilkite print of 1768 had 
similarly described Bute in ironic terms as the 'Protector of our liberties' (George, 1959a, 
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plate 42). Pitt appears to have taken such propaganda to heart: 'My head would be off 
in six months, were I to resign', he remarked to Wilberforce in November 1795. Cf. 
rev. PP. 

Obv. K : BEFORE T H E REVOLUTION / 1795 / 'Oppression and want. A skeleton of a man in chains, gnawing 
a bare bone' (Spence, 1795s, 408). [Plate VII, obv. 14 

B., London 81-6. The design appears to have been suggested by a description of the 
Bastille the morning after its capture, quoted in Pigs' Meat, iii. 261-2: '. . . the great 
stone in the midst of each [dungeon], which served the double purpose of a bed and 
a chair; the chain in the middle of the stone'. Cf. rev. DD. 

Rev. E : [Britannia] ROUSE BRITANNIA ! + + / 'Britannia confounded and the cap of liberty falling to the 
ground' (Spence, 1795s, 376 (1)). [Plate VI, rev. 1 

B., London 34. 

Rev. F : 'A Shepherd reclined at his ease under a tree; sheep, &c.' (Spence, 1795s, 376 (2)) / 1790 / 
[Plate VI, rev. 8 

Spence (1795), 99, with obv. H (q.v.). In most occurrences the date has been partially 
obliterated; cf. footnote to obv. B. 

Rev. G : [Armed citizens] + W H O K N O W THEIR RIGHTS A N D K N O W I N G DARE MAINTAIN / 1795 / three 
armed men. [Plate VI, rev. 5 

Spence (1795s), 376 (3); B., London 31. The legend is taken from Sir William Jones's 
'Ode in Imitation of Alcaeus', quoted in Pigs' Meat, i. 59: 'What constitutes a State ? . . . 

Men, who their duties know, 
But know their rights, and knowing, dare maintain'. 

The design is possibly an exhortation to the 'few thousands of hearty, determined 
fellows, well armed' who would be required to put Spence's Plan into action, 'but if the 
aristocracy arose to contend the matter, let the people be firm and desperate, destroying 
them root and branch' (1796, 8); or even an anticipation of Spensonia, where all men 
in the parish were to be trained in the art of war in order to be able to defend their own 
property. The right of individuals to bear arms in their own defence was claimed by 
reformers (Thompson, 1968, 88). There is some slight though inconclusive evidence that 
Spence himself dared maintain (Howell, 1818, 693-4; cf. Thompson, 1968, 176-7). 

Rev. H : [Soldiers embracing the people] W E ALSO ARE THE PEOPLE / 1796 / two soldiers, one of them 
shaking hands with two citizens. [Plate VI, rev. 4 

B., appendix, London 209. The legend comes from the fifteenth chapter of the Comte de 
Volney's Ruins of Empire, frequently reprinted in the seventeen-nineties (e.g. in Pigs' 
Meat, i. 69-73), and a work second in influence in Jacobin circles only to Paine (Thomp-
son, 1968, 107-8). A nation divides itself into a labouring class and a privileged class; 
the military governors step forward from the latter, saying: 'The people are timid, let 
us menace them; they only obey force. Soldiers, chastise this insolent rabble!' The people 
reply, 'Soldiers! You are of our own blood; will you strike your brothers?' And the 
soldiers, grounding their arms, said to their chiefs, 'We are also the people.' The Incite-
ment to Mutiny Act was passed in 1797. 
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Rev. I : [Cock and lion] LET TYRANTS TREMBLE AT T H E C R O W OF LIBERTY / 1795 / ' tyranny in dismay. 
A lion trembling at the crowing of a cock' (Spence, 1795s, 376 (5)). [Plate VI, rev. 10 

B., London 32. The animals are of course the Gallic cock and the British lion. 

Rev. J : AFTER THE REVOLUTION / three men dancing and a four th feasting below a tree. 
[Plate VII, rev. 14 

B., London 140. Spence, 1795s, 376 (6), describes the design as 'a prospect of happiness 
and plenty'; cf. note to rev. A. 

Rev. K : [George III/Ass] O D D * F E L L O W S / A MILLION H O G G 1795 A G U I N E A . P I G * / the heads of George 
III and an ass back to back. [Plate VII, rev. 11 

B., London 33. Spence, 1795s, 376 (7), describes this as 'New odd fellows'; cf. the earlier 
obv. L. The 'million hog' are presumably the swinish multitude alias 'the poor dull ass 
the public'; the other head perhaps a 'pig' as on a guinea. The interpretation of the 
design is rather difficult. The head vertically divided into contrasted halves was a favourite 
device to indicate a double personality, and also to make one person out of two, 
usually in sinister co-operation (George, 1959a, 6). This would seem to apply to the 
'Even fellows' of FO 5. However, this and the other 'Odd fellows' design (obv. L) 
appear to make a point of opposition (cf. FR 3) between contrasted characters. Even 
so, it is difficult to accept that the head of the King could have been joined to that of an 
ass without any intent to ridicule; perhaps there was an intended ambiguity.1 

Rev. L : [Heart in Hand] H O N O U R / a heart in the palm of a right hand, between two laurel branches, 
JAMES below. [Plate VI, rev. 3 

Spence (1795), 256, with obv. L, a time when he had not begun to mule halfpennies; 
nevertheless, I can make no serious suggestion as to the significance of the device, unless 
it be merely a representation of Honour. Spence includes the familiar sense of courage 
for the word 'Heart' in his dictionary (1775). In a broadside a song of his includes the 
lines 'Then let us all join heart in hand . . . To haste this golden age's reign' (1805).1 

T H E H A N D B I L L 

The document here reproduced is taken from a copy (perhaps the only surviving 
copy) bound at the end of an issue of Spence's catalogue (1795s) in the Goldsmiths' 
Library in the University of London; the volume was purchased by Professor H. S. 
Foxwell, probably in the early eighteen-eighties.2 It was reprinted by Waters (1917, 11), 
and from this source by Dr. Bell (1968, 165), with the following comment by Mr. J. R. 
Farnell: 'The greatest joke [sic] of it all are those certain pieces [sz'c] listed that Spence 
had no part in, and at a quick glance I count ten dies that are Skidmore's.' A footnote 
identifies these as obvs. 4, 6, 18, 19, and revs. 2, 6, 9, 11, 17, 18. However, the evidence 
for identifying these dies as Skidmore's has not, to my knowledge, been published; 
the grounds for not accepting them are given in this paper. It is apparently accepted 
that the handbill dates from the seventeen-nineties, but supposed that it was issued 
either: 

1 See Addendum. 2 I am grateful to the Goldsmiths' Librarian for this information. 
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(a) by political opponents of Spence to 'frame' him before the authorities: but it is 
difficult to think of a less likely vehicle for achieving this than a bare list of dies innocu-
ously described (whatever the designs to which they refer); or 

» 

; : . ; / ; N ' E " W C O I N ' S . 

- - , ' ' * U S L I S I I E O ALTD S O L S 

'•-13 Y ' T . "S P E N'C'E, 
- « 

DEALER IN COINS, 
.( No. 8, 

\ 

V LITTLE TURNSTILE, H I G H HOLBORN. 

• l . IS Head—2. A Pig—3. Odd 'Fe l lows— 
- j s 4. T r e e of Liber ty—5. Defened V i l -

' lage-—6. Head of M r . Horne Tooke—7. Head of 
M r , Fox—8. Dudley Cattle—9. NewcafUe Sailor—. 

r x 6 t Ncwcalt lc Keel—11. PrcfsGang—12. A double 
Loaded Al's—13. E n d o f Oppref l ion—14. Bait i le— 

• 15. Mendoza 's .Head—16. A Dog—17. A Coining 
•'Prefs—18. Uni ted Token—19. A -Snuff j a r w i t h 
> Pipcs and Thi f t lcs—20. Head of Mr. Thelwal l . 

.' N . B. T h e above being under Dies, may be faid 
' to be Obvcrfes ; and the following being upper 

Dies, may be ft ruck as Revcrfes t o any of them, 
wh ich has in general been done. Wherefore w h e n ' 

- any of the above Obverfes arc wro te for, let it be 
• mentioned which , or^vhether all-of the fol lowing 
• ' Revcrfes be wanted. 

Reveries that may b e ' ftruck wi th any of t h e 
••-above Obvcrfes, v iz . 

1. Britannia—2. T h r e e Thomas 's—3, Heart ' in 
Hand—r-4. Soldiersand People embracing—5. A r m -

» cd Citizens—6. Seilions Houfe , Old Bailey—7. . 
Mercury ' s Sccpter—.8. Shepherd—9. A n A n c h o r . 

• —10. A Cock-and Lion—xx. N e w Odd Fellows— 
>• 12. A n Indian—f 3. Cain and Abel—14. Danc ing 
- and Feafting—15. T w o Boxers—16. A Cat—17. A 
'••Guilotine—>i8. C iown, Harp and Thift les—19, A 

Highlander—so. A freeborn Englifhmaiij 

F I G . 1. 

(,b) by Skidmore: but there would seem little point in his giving Spence's name and 
address, and little purpose in the operation since Spence's pieces, after the token mania 
of 1795, seem never to have been particularly sought by collectors: 'they may possibly 
be induced, therefore,' R. Y.'s valuable letter continued (1797, 471), 'to take the hint 
I suggested of contenting themselves with one impression from each die'; a hint which 
could have been taken from his opinion of the political tokens expressed nine months 
earlier. 
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On the other hand, the following points demonstrate the authenticity of the handbill: 
1. There is no bibliographical or textual reason against dating the handbill to 1796 

and attributing it to Spence: 'wrote' is a regular past participle in the eighteenth century; 
the complex construction is of course classical. Significantly, 'keel' is or was a term local 
to the east coast from the Yare to the Tyne. 

2. Nineteen of those dies listed have already been identified as Spence's;1 given 
Spence's own descriptions, possibilities of mis-identification occur only with obvs. 9 
(see obvs. F and X), 14 (see rev. DD below), revs. 2 (see rev. B, FO 11), and 9 (see revs. 
O, EE, and obv. II). It is unnecessary to particularize the identifications, since the illus-
trations have been arranged according to the numbers of the handbill, for a reason that 
will appear. 

3. The remaining twenty-one descriptions can be readily found among the dies not 
merely linked with the preceding, but those most heavily linked (see Table II). This is 
significant because it is Spence who is most likely to have used his own dies with each 
other; some may have broken up,2 or otherwise not passed to Skidmore; others the 
latter may never have used. It is not impossible that individual Skidmore dies should 
have been intensively linked into the Spence series in addition to others of Skidmore's; 
but, in fact, the only other dies which have three or more links with the twenty-one dies 
already identified as Spence's are two which are likely to be Spence's (obv. W, rev. Y), 
and rev. NN. 

4. The dies are listed correctly as obverses or reverses, as they have been distributed 
according to the majority of their links with Spence's Head, etc. 

5. Eleven (or more) obverses are listed at the same number as associated reverses. 

A S S O C I A T E D D I E S 

Style cannot be of much help in identifying Spence's dies, since there is no reason 
why he should not have ordered his dies from more than one engraver; and indeed, the 
signature of Jacobs occurs as well as that of Charles James, with whom he appears to 
have had a close relationship. However, dies are normally obtained in sets of two or 
three; here, as the 1:1 ratio of dies in the handbill suggests, in sets of two. Since a number 
of the dies were clearly engraved to Spence's designs, it is not surprising to find that a 
proportion of them form pairs associated by similar or opposite sentiments.3 Those that 
are not so associated were perhaps ordered in bulk: one or both of the dies numbered 
3, 4, 5, 10, and 11 are among the combining dies in Spence's Supplement. 

Five pairs of associated dies have already been mentioned. The upper and lower dies 
numbered 1 in the handbill (and in the plates) produce a coin resembling the types of a 
regal halfpenny. The dies numbered 2 both advertise Spence, and are first recorded 
together and with no other die. Numbers 8 might seem to have nothing more in common 

1 The handbill does not list all of Spence's dies; 
neither does it claim to do so. 

2 There are in the British Museum impressions from 
the following cracked or partly broken dies paired 
with other Spence dies: obvs. J, K, M, S, rev. M. 

3 Such opposition appears more explicitly on an-

other political piece (DH, Middlesex, 1016-17): 
Obv. A MAP OF . . . FRA-NCE [divided], throne [over-
turned], HONOR [trodden underfoot], R E L I G I o n [dis-
membered], GLORY [defaced], FIRE [in every corner, 
etc.]/ Rev. MAY GREAT BRITAIN EVER REMAIN THE 
REVERSE. 
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than a handsome landscape, but in fact rev. 8 occurs almost exclusively with obv. 8 in its 
earlier state in which the date is clear. Obv. and rev. 12 are brought together in a print. 
Numbers 14 are 'Before' and 'After the Revolution'. 

I describe below the remaining dies listed in the handbill (obvs. L-V, revs. M-W), 
mentioning the associations between upper and lower dies that I have recognized. 

Obv. L : [Pitt/Fox] O D D . + . + . FELLOWS. / + Q U I S RIDES / the heads of 'Pit sour, and Fox laughing' 
(Spence, 1795, 256), back to back. [Plate VI, obv. 3 

A 'Pitt & Fox' was bought by Miss Banks on 17 March 1795. The Janus head could 
just conceivably equate the two, in the attitude of 'Whate'er your parties ye may call, 
You're all alike, so d'mn you all' (Pigs' Meat, iii. 56-7); but it is more likely that, as in 
rev. K, the 'odd fellows' are contrasted characters awkwardly united in one head. 

Obv. M : H O R N E TOOKE ESQ. / bust right, JACOBS, F. below. [Plate VI, obv. 6 

B., London 110; and Spence (1795s), 420 with rev. M (only), which depicts the scene 
of Horne Tooke's trial in 1794. 
Rev. M : SESSIONS HOUSE / O L D BAILY / a building. [Plate VI, rev. 6 

B., pennies 23, and 'penny size' also in Spence, 1795s, 420. Having the same low relief, 
this was no doubt like obv. M engraved by Jacobs. 
Obv. N : RT.H?.C.J .FOX. / bust right, JAMES below. [Plate VI, obv. 1 

B., London 143. In an altered state the legend reads ^.HONORABLE C.J.FOX., with an area 
of damage visible in DH, Somerset, 46, made into a knot or bow, and the engraver's 
signature replaced by the date 1797; that this was done by or for Skidmore is demon-
strated by one of its links in this state (see Table II). 
Rev. N : [Caduceus] W E / WERE BORN / -FREE- / - A N D - / W I L L NEVER / DIE SLAVE5 / a caduceus with a 

crown at one end, a cap of liberty at the other. [Plate VI, rev. 7 

B., London 139. The device appears to unite in opposition like the Oddfellows, making 
if turned one symbol rise while the other falls; but I cannot explain the significance of 
Mercury in this context. If the words are Fox's, I have not succeeded in tracing them. 

Rev. O : [Anchor] W H E N THIS YOU SEE REMEMBER ME / a crowned anchor with hearts either side. 
[Plate VI, rev. 9 

Virtuoso 67, dated 8 March 1796. I believe that Dr. Bell is right to associate this design 
with the Crown & Anchor Tavern in the Strand (1968, 178), but not to see in it an 
allusion to a 'respectable' meeting there on 15 February 1793 to raise a fund for war 
wounded and widows, which it is not known whether Spence attended but 'it is in charac-
ter that he would'. Just conceivably it is a threat to the Crown & Anchor Society, or 
Association for Protecting Liberty and Property against Republicans and Levellers, 
which Spence named (1792, 4-5) as having instigated the first prosecution of him on 
6 December 1792. However, the likeliest explanation is that it refers to the Tavern as the 
meeting-place of the Whig Club (cf. obv. N), and in particular to the public dinner there 
on 4 February 1795 to celebrate the acquittal of Hardy, Thelwall, and Horne Tooke. 
Spence wrote to the Morning Chronicle (3 January 1795) to remind the patrons of the 
'Martyrs of Freedom' that he was of their number and much in need of assistance; to 
his chagrin he was completely ignored. He expresses this in Pigs' Meat, iii. 56-7, in 
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verses 'On the late barren patriotic meetings', especially that on 4 February. The only 
difficulty in taking the legend to be an expression of the same sentiment is the absence 
of the die from Birchall. Cf. rev. EE, obv. II. 

Obv. O: [Keel] *COALY X TYNE* / 1795 / a man in a Tyne barge or 'keel', left. [Plate VI, obv. 10 
Virtuoso 37, 24 November 1795, with obv. F (q.v.). The die soon broke (after twenty-six 
impressions according to Pye, 1801, xxxviii. 2), and in its other pairings lacks the sea 
ahead of the vessel, and the first two figures of the date. Cf. rev. QQ. 

Obv. P : + + THE E N D OF OPPRESSION + + / two men exulting over a bonfire of title deeds, etc. 
[Plate VII, obv. 13 

B., appendix, London 232-40. The enclosures were effected by taking over common 
lands of which the villagers could provide no documentary proof of ownership (cf. 
Thompson, 1968, 237-9). Spence's work with the same title as the legend (1796, 8) 
describes how his Plan is to be put into operation: a committee in each parish will 
issue a manifesto or proclamation that every landholder should, on pain of confiscation 
and imprisonment, immediately deliver up all writings and documents relating to his 
estates, that they might immediately be burned. Cf. the legend of the next. 

Rev. P : THE BEGINING [J /C] OF OPPRESSION.-!- [the NS reversed] / CAIN. ABEL / Abel slain by Cain. 
[Plate VII, rev. 13 

B., appendix, London 196. Its meaning is made clear by a remark in the Giant Killer, 
No. 2, 13 August 1814, p. 10: 'Abel seemed to resemble the commonalty, Cain the 
nobility.' According to Spence, the first landlords were tyrants and usurpers, and those 
who have since possessed the land have done so by right of purchase or inheritance 
from them. 

Obv. Q : * D . M E N D O Z A * / head left. [Plate VII, obv. 15 

B., London 225-6. Daniel Mendoza was a famous boxer, and the following might be 
significant in relation to Spence: 'About the year 1787. . . [he] set up a school to teach 
the art of boxing as a science, the art soon spread among the young Jews and they became 
generally expert at it. The consequence was in a very few years seen and felt too. It was 
no longer safe to insult a Jew' (Place, MSS. 27287, 145-6, quoted M. D. George, London 
Life in the Eighteenth Century, 1966, 137-8). Mendoza could be the figure on the right 
of the next die. 
Rev. Q: [Boxers] * FASHIONABLE* AMUSEMENT* / 1790 / two men boxing. [Plate VII, rev. 15 

B., London 149. If the year is the date of production, it is unlikely to have been ordered 
by Spence; if that of a famous encounter, I have not been able to trace it. Is it perhaps 
merely a die-sinker's error for 1796? Those who have taken the legend literally may be 
right, though it is worth noting that both words may be depreciatory. See Addendum 3. 
Obv. R : [Dog] M U C H GRATITUDE . BRINGS SERVITUDE. / a dog left. [Plate VII, obv. 16 
B., London 133. The 'poor dull ass the public' here finds a different incarnation, and 
is contrasted with the next dies. 
Rev. R : [Cat] MY LIBERTY I AMONG SLAVES ENJOY / 1796 / a cat, right. [Plate VII, rev. 1 6 A 

B., London 164. 
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Rev. S: [Cat] MY FREEDOM I + AMONG SLAVES ENJOY + / 1796 / a cat, right. 

139 

[Plate VII, rev. 16B 

B., London 133. There is nothing to suggest that these are not both Spence's dies, one 
presumably replacing the other. According to Mackenzie (1827, i. 401), Spence used to 
designate the cat his coat of arms, because he resembled it in that he could be stroked 
down, but would not suffer himself to be rubbed against the grain. 

Obv. S : C O I N I N G / PRESS* / INSCRIBED TO COLLECTORS OF MEDALS / *1796 / a screw press. 
[Plate VII, obv. 17 

B., London 137-8. This is not recorded with the next die, and I have not counted them 
among the associated pairs. Nevertheless, both bear a representation of a mechanical 
device, and it is not inconceivable that Spence when listing them intended that the guillo-
tine should be 'inscribed to collectors of medals'. 

Rev. T : [Guillotine] H A L F P E N N Y . / a guillotine set up outside a town house. [Plate VII, rev. 17 
B., F6 (with obv. EE), London 45. Waters is probably right that this was engraved by 
Jacobs, but not that the die was therefore not used by Spence (1906, 47). It may, how-
ever, have originated as a Skidmore die, finding its proper obverse in EE, which has a 
similar beading. From 1793 even into the eighteen-thirties the guillotine was the emblem 
of horrific revolutionary ruthlessness (George, 1959a, 205). 
Obv. T : U N I T E D TOKEN / a radiated head, right. [Plate VII, obv. 18 
B., London 182-3. This has been described as the head of George III; I am not convinced 
that this is so. It is possible, however, that it was intended to produce with the next a 
coin resembling an Irish regal halfpenny (cf. obv. B/rev. E). 
Rev. U : [Harp, etc.] E N G L A N D * I R E L A N D * S C O T L A N D / +1796 / a harp, crowned, with two thistles below. 

[Plate VII, rev. 18 
B., London 138. The design hardly alludes to the union of Ireland with the kingdoms 
of England and Scotland, for this was not broached until 22 November 1798 (George, 
1959b, 43). In conjunction with obv. T, there is little doubt that it refers to the United 
Irishmen, the United Englishmen who were mainly an auxiliary of the first, and the 
attempts to form a general combination with Scottish reformers (Thompson, 1968, 111-
203). Thomas Evans, Spence's follower and successor, as last secretary of the London 
Corresponding Society in 1798 signed an Address to the Irish Nation 'which redeems 
the English from the charge of total complicity in the Irish repression' (ibid. 188); he 
was involved in the activities of Father O'Coigly on behalf of the United Irishmen; and 
on his arrest a copy of the oath to be taken by the True Britons (United Englishmen) 
was found in his pocket (Rudkin, 1927, 97-9). 

Obv. U : [Snuff-jar] + SAINT A N D R E W S STREET E D I N B U R G H . + / 1796 / a snuff-jar bearing the figures 37, 
tobacco pipes above, thistles beside. [Plate VII, obv. 19 

B., appendix, E26. This was designed for Campbell's Snuff Shop (rev. BB) at the above 
address, as proved by a similar pair of dies dated 1795 (DH, Lothian, 13) and recorded 
in Spence (1795), 380. It has been stated that the 37, and the 79 that appears in 1795, 
are street numbers; but the 1796/7 to 1804/5 Edinburgh directories give Campbell & Co., 
or E. Campbell, tobacconist, at No. 2 St. Andrew Street.1 Spence's use of this die will 

1 I am indebted to the Edinburgh City Librarian and Curator for this and other information. 
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be discussed for rev. BB. The association with the next die is rather obvious, but not 
for that reason unreal. 
Rev. V: [Highlander] T H E G A L L A N T G A R B OF S C O T L A N D + / a highlander, left. [Plate VII, rev. 1 9 

B., London 136-7. 
Obv. V: J O H N T H E L W A L L / bust right, JAMES below. [Plate VII, obv. 20 

B., appendix, London 256-9. For Thelwall see Thompson (1968), 172-6, and 96 note 1 
for the possibility that he was particularly connected with the design of the next die 
(it was especially the liberties of the supposed Anglo-Saxon constitution that were 
attributed to the 'free-born Englishman'); I have not, however, counted these among 
the associated pairs. 
Rev. W : A F R E E - B O R N - ( - E N G L I S H M A N / 1796 / a man shackled, his hands tied behind his back, his mouth 

padlocked. [Plate VII, rev. 20 

B., appendix, London 220. The rhetoric of the 'free-born Englishman', protected by the 
law against arbitrary power, was common to Tory, Whig, and Radical (Thompson, 1968, 
84-110). He was particularly threatened in 1796 by the 'Two Acts' passed on the previous 
18 December, the Libels (or Gagging) Act (cf. FR 6), and the Act against Treasonable 
and Seditious Practices which made it possible to speak or write as well as act treason 
(but not to coin it). 

T H E D I E - L I N K S 

As Table II demonstrates, there is a superabundance of linking between Spence's 
dies, even if not perhaps as extensive as his remark in the handbill might lead one to 
expect. It has been suggested that the columns and rows could be rearranged until the 
links formed a solid block, to show the chronology of the use of the dies; but this 
depends on the assumption that dies were used consecutively (whereas the handbill 
shows that there were at least forty dies in existence at the same time), and each with 
every die at the time available, an unjustified assumption here. Whatever the purpose, 
there is little doubt that the intention was to produce a variety of combinations. 

I have relied for a record of the die-links on the magnificently illustrated work of 
Messrs. Dalton and Hamer, which I have supplemented with the purely textual works 
of Atkins (1892) and, with misgivings, Batty (1870—1). Without access to a comprehen-
sive collection (the British Museum has comparatively few pieces), such reliance was 
unavoidable if this paper were to exist, and I have very much stood on the shoulders of 
these giants. Dalton and Hamer, nevertheless, inspire confidence in their die identities 
(when these cannot be confirmed from their illustrations, normally possible when they 
have been dispersed through different counties) because they did care 'whether a waist-
coat had three or four buttons, or if the forehead of a bust lined up with the N or Y of 
PENNY', this indicating of course a different die or the different state of a die; the only 
defects on this score are attendant on publication in parts. Secondly, for confirmation 
of the die-links, the compilation of their corpus appears to have extended to a co-
operative effort of public and private collections, which thus enabled them to indicate 
rarity; when their record depends solely on Atkins, they admit the fact; though one 
dismaying exception to their reliability has been noted under obv. B. 
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On the grounds of the number of links with the preceding certain Spence dies, their 
early date, or the lack of links with other dies, the following may be identified as likely 
to have been Spence's (obvs. W-CC, revs. X-AA). Although the 'costume' dies are 
certainly of a character different from most of Spence's (though comparable with such 
as the Highlander, rev. V), they all appear to date from 1796, a year in which 'the coin-
sellers saw with reluctance the decline of their trade' (Sheplard, 1798,120-1); and Spence 
may have been compelled to concentrate on making a living. Pitt was consolidating the 
apparatus of suppression under the Two Acts, and it does appear that in the tokens as 
in the prints 'the works of genius are substituted for the fruits of sedition' (True Briton, 
12 March 1796, quoted George, 1942, xvi). 

Obv. W : L D GEO G O R D O N DIED I N N E W G A T E NOV 1 / 1793 / bust in broad-brimmed hat, left. 
[Plate VIII, obv. W 

"Virtuoso 85, 9 May 1796. In an earlier state without the legend it is recorded only with 
rev. X. 

Rev. X : L O R D / GEORGE / G O R D O N / 1780 / [Plate VIII, rev. X 

Virtuoso 60, 4 February 1796, with obv. W in its earlier state. Since this pairing is 
recorded only with the SPENCE X. . . edge (see below), it is clear that both dies were 
originally Spence's. 1780 is the year of the Gordon Riots, and these dies no doubt 
symbolize the power of the mob, approved at first by the City of London authorities, 
but which they did not dare to use, nor most reformers choose, after the French 
Revolution (Thompson, 1968, 77-8). 
Obv. X: A T R U E HEARTED + SAILOR + + / a sailor right, holding out a bowl, JAMES below. 

[Plate VIII, obv. X 

Virtuoso 67, 8 March 1796, with rev. O (9). In spite of this pairing, obv. F is more likely 
to be obv. 9 of the handbill, since there is nothing to associate this sailor particularly 
with Newcastle, the die with which obv. F formed a 'true' pair is listed in the handbill, 
and it survived to be paired with a die dated 1797 (rev. QQ). Cf. obv. Y. 

Obv. Y : + A MARINE SOCIETY B O Y + / a sailor boy, right. [Plate VIII, obv. Y 

Virtuoso 88, 19 May 1796, with obv. X. 
Rev. Y : [Turnstile] LITTLE TURNSTILE HALFPEN N Y / 17 96 / two boys on a turnstile. 

[Plate VIII, rev. Y 

Virtuoso 106, 21 July 1796. This doubtless is for Spence's shop in Little Turnstile, and 
would therefore have been engraved for him. 

Obv. Z : A Druid ' s head between oak branches. 

Virtuoso 106, with rev. Y. This copies the tokens of the Parys Mines Company. Cf. how-
ever, FR 11, which also links with Pandora's Breeches and is not identified as Spence's. 

Obv. A A : -(-A+WESTMINSTER-j-SCHOLAR-f- / a figure in gown and mortar-board, right. 
[Plate VIII, obv. AA 

Conder (1798), Middlesex 338. 

Rev. Z : + + A BLUE COAT B O Y + + / a figure, right. 

Conder (1798), Middlesex 312. 
[Plate VIII, rev. Z 
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Rev. A A : *A BRIDEWELL BOY* / a figure with a stick in his hand, right. [Plate VIII, rev. A A 

Conder (1798), Middlesex 313. 

Obv. BB: + T H E H A B I T + O F A S P A N I A R D / - / a figure in the traditional dress of a Spaniard, right. 
[Plate VIII, obv. BB 

Sheplard (1798, 13) believed this to be Spence's. 

Obv. CC: + T H E HABIT OF A T U R K + / a figure with curved sword, etc., right. 
[Plate VIII, obv. C C 

Sheplard believed this also to be Spence's (1798, 13). 

E D G E S 

It is a feature of eighteenth-century tokens that they frequently bear impressed on the 
edge such a statement as the towns in which they could be redeemed. The marking of 
edges requires specialized machinery, and it appears that this was done not at the time 
of striking but before the blanks left the factories, especially those in Birmingham (cf. 
Barnard, 1926, 350); such an edged blank was recently advertised in Seaby's Coin and 
Medal Bulletin (No. 608, April 1969, p. 140, Middlesex 38*, described as 'Trial piece 
for edge'). A rolling mill was required to produce the blanks, and in Spence's time there 
was only one in London (Colquhoun, 1796, 115). 

It is clear that tokens were occasionally used as blanks and restruck by other manu-
facturers (e.g. an example of L/L in the British Museum overstruck on a Lancaster half-
penny of 1794), when the original edge reading would remain.11 therefore ignore various 
rare edge readings occurring with Spence dies in listing his edges: 

[Blank]; 
[Engrailed]; 
[Milled]; 
X - P A Y A B L E IN LONDON > > > 2 

SPENCE X DEALER X IN X COINS X L O N D O N X 
SPENCE * DEALER * IN * COINS * LONDON * 3 

Quantities of blanks which name Spence on the edge would have been ordered by him, 
and would hardly have been supplied to anyone else. The following two dies, however, 
occur with a Spence die and with the S P E N C E X. . . edge, in Campbell's case forming the 
'true' pair of dies, and in the case of Pidcock's Tiger exhibiting the S P E N C E X . . . edge 
also with a whole menagerie of his animals.4 Dr. Bell has taken this to be evidence that 
some of Spence's stock of marked blanks passed to James when the former became 
bankrupt (1966, 68; 88); this cannot be correct, for three of the Pidcock pieces are 
recorded with the Spence edge by Birchall (1796, London halfpennies 156, 157, 160). 
In both cases, however, the dies are by the same Charles James who engraved most of 
Spence's dies; and the likeliest explanation is that the pieces were struck in the same 

1 This no doubt accounts for the large number of 
edge varieties recorded by Dalton and Hamer, especi-
ally with Birchall's dies (Yorkshire 28, see pp. 554-5), 
and the new ones discovered since. 

2 Obv. H/rev. B, H/F, H/I, H/L, I/B, I/E, I/F, I/K, 
I/L, K/F, K/G, K/I, L/F, L/G, L/I, M/L, P/F, P/Y. 
An investigation of Skidmore's die-linking may, how-

ever, show that these edged blanks are his. 
3 It might be supposed that the different edges 

represent successive batches of blanks obtained by 
Spence. If so, I have not succeeded in arranging 
chronologically the dies used with them. 

4 DH, Middlesex 344, 418, 436, 441, 442, 443; 416 
also has the Spence edge. 
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workshop and at the same period as Spence's. This does not mean that they need to be 
considered Spence's dies. 
Rev. BB: PAYABLE A T CAMPBELLS S N U F F S H O P / the bust of a Turk smoking a pipe, JAMES / + below 

See obv. U for the die with which it forms a 'true' pair. 
Rev. CC: -j-ROYAL MALE TIGER / 1796+ / tiger, left, JAMES below. 

It might be thought that all the strong arguments for identifying any die as Spence's 
had now been exhausted, and that all the other die-links were created by Skidmore after 
purchasing Spence's dies. R. Y. (1797, 471) believed he could enumerate 'above forty' 
dies; there are already above fifty. Yet the eleven dies below (<obvs. DD-HH, revs. 
DD-II) are recorded paired with up to three Spence dies at a time when he must still 
have been in business: by Birchall (1796), whose preface, mentioning his appendix, is 
dated 30 January 1796, and by Prattent in the dated plates of the Virtuoso's Companion. 
All the die-pairings are recorded by Dalton and Hamer, and it cannot reasonably be 
doubted that they existed at the time. 

There is some evidence, however, against seven of these dies being Spence's: four 
with dates (if those of production) which put them outside the two years in which he is 
known to have produced tokens; six which appear to make a true pair with another die, 
which in the absence of evidence to the contrary would need to be included as a pre-
sumptive Spence die (yet one names Skidmore); one especially bearing a legend anti-
pathetic to all Spence stood for. It is not impossible that he should have used such a die, 
to create variety, to appeal to a new range of collectors, or even to confound any 
prosecution; but in view of his 'inflexible integrity', the way 'he could not compromise, 
and would not have dreamt of concealing his opinions' (Place, MSS., 152), unlikely. 

Alternatively, were the Spence dies involved not originally his ? This is doubtless true 
of rev. T, but is incredible with obvs. B, F, O. The remainder all have the finks in question 
recorded in Birchall's appendix (of 'a very considerable number of varieties' which 'fell 
into the compiler's hands during the printing of the work', therefore probably during 
January 1796), but also have numerous links with Spence dies incorporated in the body 
of the work. Consequently, had Spence sold those dies by the relevant date? The fact 
that, with the exception of revs. K and T they all pair with the Turnstile and other Spence 
dies which probably did not exist in January 1796 (or they would have been in Birchall) 
makes this an unlikely explanation. 

The following diagram of some die pairings and edges recorded by Birchall shows that 
there is no easy explanation of the dies alone passing from one to the other by loan, hire, 
pawn, or theft: edged blanks also are involved. 

P O S S I B L E S P E N C E D I E S 

Obv. FF. Minerva 264 cc Liberty cap 

Obv. V. Thelwall 

FIG. 2 . 
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One is forced to accept that there was some form of contact between Spence and Skid-
more before the final sale of dies (their shops were very close); an example perhaps of 
'varieties . . . created by several dealers conjointly' (Conder, 1798, [5]).1 The solution is 
surely that Spence's and Skidmore's pieces were struck in the same workshop (cf. note 
to the PAYABLE IN LONDON . . . edge). It would then be only the ownership of the dies that 
passed from Spence to Skidmore. 
Obv. D D : . B R I G H T O N . / an officer standing before a camp. 

This appears to find its true reverse in the following die, with which it is recorded in 
Spence's Addenda (1795A, 354) and Supplement (1795s, 368), and also in Virtuoso 45, 
14 December 1795. The pairing with rev. L is on the same plate. 
Rev. D D : [Siege] H A L F P E N N Y / 'bombs a-throwing into a besieged place' (Spence, 1795A, 354; 1795s, 

368). 

The links with Spence dies are in B., appendix, D45, London 229, and 250. This is 
identified by Dalton and Hamer as Spence's Bastille die (obv. 14 in the handbill). I sus-
pect that this identification was due to Waters, since he remarks (1917,11) that the hand-
bill is 'of particular interest, as it supplies the correct name of the die called by Conder, 
Atkins, etc., "Soldiers besieging a city". I t . . . shows the Siege of the Bastille'. Dr. Bell 
(1968,164) points out that 'the troops are British, the gunners are regulars, and the build-
ing is quite unlike the French prison destroyed by the Paris mob'. In fact, it appears to 
find its true obverse in DD; and in view of the association with rev. 14 (J) and the descrip-
tion of the Bastille the morning after its capture, there is no doubt that Spence's Bastille 
die is that with the legend BEFORE THE REVOLUTION (obv. K). 
Obv. E E : LOUIS.XVI ET.M.ANTOINETTE.ROI ET REINE DE F R A N C E + / 17 95 / conjoint busts, right. 

This has an early record (B. F6) with only one die used by Spence, rev. T (q.v.), with 
which it no doubt formed an original pair. In an earlier state without the date it occurs 
with a die that names Skidmore, so there is little enough reason to think it Spence's. 
Rev. E E : [Anchor] IN COMMEMORATION OF THE GLORIOUS FIRST OF J U N E + / 1 7 94 / an anchor and cable. 

B., London 172, with obv. F. Although this is recorded with both of Spence's sailors, 
it is unlikely to be Spence's Anchor die, since these are the only Spence dies with which 
it pairs among a total of thirteen; one of the thirteen (obv. HH) was engraved for Skid-
more; obv. NN should be its proper obverse; and there is perhaps some evidence against 
Spence's ever having used a die celebrating the 'Glorious First of June' (Thompson, 
1968, 145). See rev. O. 
Obv. F F : [Minerva] T R U T H FOR MY HELM & JUSTICE FOR MY SHIELD + / a helmeted figure holding a 

shield and a pole topped by a cap of liberty. 

B., appendix, London 256 (with obv. V), 264 (with rev. FF; Skidmore edge only). Shep-
lard referred to this as Spence's (1798, 213, 'Truth'); he could be right, but there is 
insufficient evidence for the attribution. 
Rev. F F : [Liberty cap] LIBERTAS / 1796 / a cap of liberty on a pole radiated. 

Its attribution should no doubt be the same as obv. FF (q.v.), with which it possibly 
forms a true pair. 

1 See, however, footnote 4 on p. 153. 
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Rev. G G : [Lys] 1790 / three fleurs-de-lys. 

B., appendix, London 259, with obv. V. An obverse not shown in Table II is a bust right, 
legend LOUIS REX, JAMES below (DH, Middlesex, 1003); perhaps this is its true obverse. 

Obv. G G : H E N D O N . VALUE . ONE . HALFPENNY / 1794 / a church. 

B., appendix, H37, with rev. K; Spence (1795), 162 with a die depicting a greyhound 
and naming B.PRICE, which is no doubt its proper reverse (DH, Middlesex 324; Waters, 
1954, 13). 

Rev. H H : MAY . D U N M O W . PROSPER. / 1793 / a shield. 

B., appendix, London 224, with obv. J; Spence (1795), 100 with obv. JJ, no doubt the 
proper pair. 

Rev. I I : C H U R C H A N D K I N G / laureate bust, right. 

B., appendix, London 193 with obv. O, 262 with obv. M. 'Church and King' was the 
slogan of hired mobs employed from 1792 to terrorize the English Jacobins (Thompson, 
1968, 82; 122; 132; 145; 202). 
Obv. H H : [Forge] MANUFACTORY . & . I R O N - F O U N D R Y . C L E R K E N W E L L * / 1795 j two men at a forge. 
B., London 200, with rev. L. This clearly makes a true pair (DH, Middlesex, 480) with 
a die reading PAYABLE AT SKIDMORES FURNISHING REPOSITORY *N° 123 HIGH HOLBORN 
LONDON. See also FO 12. 

O T H E R L I N K E D D I E S 

The remaining dies having one or more links with a certain or likely Spence die may 
be briefly recorded. There is, to my knowledge, little reason to think that any of them 
were used by Spence, and particular reason why some should not have been; should 
evidence be found of the existence of a Spence link in 1795 or 1796, it would elevate the 
die concerned into the above category of possible Spence dies. They are listed in 
alphabetical order (obvs. II-WW, revs. JJ-QQ). 

Rev. J J : R . ALLEN . IRONMONGER . POOLE. I . 1797 I the Prince of Wales's crest, an oval below with 
the figures 75. 

This no doubt forms a true pair with one of the dies recorded at DH, Dorset 2-4. 

Obv. I I : [Anchor] . M . PINTOSH . HORSHAM / 1791 / an anchor and cable. 
This appears to find its true reverse in MM, of similar style; Birchall records it only in 
this pairing (appendix, H41). 
Obv. J J : [Dunmow flitch] PAYABLE . AT . D U N M O W . ESSEX . / a flitch of bacon. 

This doubtless finds its true reverse in HH (q.v.). 

Obv. K K : GENERAL ELLIOT / bust left. 

Its proper reverse is probably a die with the legend B I R M I N G H A M H A L F P E N N Y 1792, and 
the cypher ps[kidmore?] (DH, Warwickshire 224). This token imitates a genuine trade 
token with a superior bust (ibid. 70). 

C 7473 L 
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Obv. LL: HAG LEY / TOKEN / a man fishing, trees, etc. 

All its links are shown in Table II, and it appears to form a true pair with the next. 

Rev. K K : A SNAIL MAY P U T HIS HORNS OUT / a snail, tree, and bridge over a river. 

The only pairing not in the table is with a stag under a tree (DH, Cambridgeshire 35); 
cf. obv. LL. 

Obv. M M : WILLIAM HALLAN BIRMINGHAM / 1793 / bust left, sprays of leaves beside. 

The true reverse is no doubt a teapot, etc., DEALER . IN . GLASS . A N D . STAFFORDSHIRE . 

WARE . (DH, Warwickshire 131). 

Rev. LL: [Heath] WEST FRONT OF N E W P U M P ROOM / BATH . / a building, below HEATH . / 1795 / IRON-
MONGER . & c . / 

This no doubt forms a true pair with Bladud (B., B12; DH, Somerset 40). 

Obv. N N : [Howe] MAY THE F R E N C H EVER K N O W H O W E TO RULE THE M A I N + / bust, left. 

Birchall (H23) records this only with rev. EE, doubtless its true reverse. 

Rev. M M : LONG . LIVE . THE . K I N G . / bust, right. 

Cf. obv. II. 

Obv. O O : ROB T O R C H A R D S A W B R I D G E W O R T H / HERTS. / a church, shield above, Jacobs below. 
Obv. P P : [Paine] END OF PAIN. / a man hanging on a gibbet, a church in the distance. 
This design apparently originated in 1792 with NN (q.v.) as its reverse; Miss Banks was 
presented with an End of Pain on 9 February 1793; in 1792-3 the execution of Paine 
was frequently threatened and even acted out (Thompson, 1968, 122-3; 133). There are 
six dies in all (DH, Middlesex 827-36); the reverses recorded in 1795 (Spence, 257-9) 
are NN, one reading MAY THE KNAVE OF JACOBIN CLUBS NEVER GET A TRICK, and an open 
book with the words THE WRONGS OF MAN . JAN? 21 . 1793. 

Rev. N N : PANDORAS BREECHES / a pair of breeches in flames, a serpent with the head of Priestley below. 

This alludes to an attempt to fire the House of Commons on 9 May 1792 known as the 
'Breeches Plot', reported in the Public Advertiser with a skit linking it with Paine, Horne 
Tooke, and Priestley (Waters, 1906, 42-3). It was apparently the original reverse for 
obv. PP: 'The End of Pain was originally struck after the fire was discovered under the 
House of Commons in 1792' (Pye, 1796, 991); there is no evidence that Spence was 
involved with tokens before 1795. 

Obv. Q Q : PAYABLE . AT SALISBURY / bust left. 

This is recorded in 1795 only with a die bearing HALFPENNY / WGM / 1791, which is of 
similar style and no doubt provides its original reverse (Spence, 282; DH, Wiltshire 12). 

Obv. R R : [Shakespeare] STRATFORD PROMISSORY HALFPENNY / bust left. 

B., S16, with the next (DH, Warwickshire 320). 

Obv. S S : STRUCK / IN HONOR [S/C] A N D / TO PERPETUATE . THE MEMORY OF / SHAKESPEARE / BORN APRIL 
1 5 6 4 / DIED APRIL 1 6 1 6 / 

There is no reason to doubt that this was originally the reverse of obv. RR. 
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Obv. TT: [Shield] H A L F P E N N Y / 1 7 91 / a shield of arms between laurel branches. 

Spence (1795), 394, apparently a true pair, with a die reading P A Y A B L E A T . T . S A N T E R 

K I D D E R M I N S T E R (DH, Worcestershire 23). 
Obv. U U : SKIDMORE . 123 . H I G H . H O L B O R N / . L O N D O N . / DEALER . IN . COINS . MEDALS &c / a shield 

of arms between branches. 
Rev. O O : P s c o / DEDICATED TO COLLECTORS OF MEDALS & COINS. / 

This is No. 1 of four reverses to Skidmore's churches and gates (DH, Middlesex 536-
675). 
Obv. VV: a stag right, a tree behind. 
Its true reverse may be Epping Forest (DH, Essex 1). 
Rev. PP: [Tree & shields] A . F R I E N D . TO . PEACE . A N D . LIBERTY . / a tree, leaning against it two 

shields with (left) a pole bearing a cap of liberty crossed with a banner, (right) a sword pointing to 
one arm of a balance, JACOBS below. 

Cf. obv. J. 
Rev. QQ: [Keel] COALY . TYNE. / 1797 / a Tyne barge or 'keel', left. 

Cf. obv. O, the broken state of which was no doubt the reason for the manufacture of this 
die to pair with obv. F. Pye (1801, xxxviii. 2) refers to this as a 'counterfeit made for sale'. 
Obv. WW: FRANCIS . W H E E L E R . AYLESBURY . BUCKS. / within a wreath a swan / F W / 1797 / 
This would find its proper reverse in the shield with the legend M A Y . T H E . T R A D E . 

O F . A Y L E S B U R Y . E V E R . F L O U R I S H . (DH, Buckinghamshire 4). 

T H E F A R T H I N G D I E S 

There are also a small number of farthing-size dies to be attributed to Spence. Again 
there are some dies which name him (obvs. 1,2, rev. 2), or have a documented connection 
with him (obvs. 6, 7). The intensive linking between the dies, however, permits one to 
employ an argument that could not be fully applied to the halfpennies. The first six 
obverse and reverse dies in Table I are recorded by Dalton and Hamer in every possible 
pairing except two, i.e. thirty-four out of thirty-six. There is a strong presumption in 
favour of such a complex of die-linking being due to Spence, and each of the dies being 
Spence's, and especially where there are few or no external links. This is in fact the case; 
and seven of them will be found comparable in device with Spence halfpennies. Finally, 
four (possibly five) associated pairs may be recognized among those twelve dies; and on 
the grounds of association, and lack of other links, a total of eight obverses and nine 
reverses may be identified as Spence's. There is insufficient evidence to attribute to 
Spence any of the remaining linked dies (FO 9-13, FR 10-11). 

FO 1: [His Head] T . SPENCE / . A . S T A T E + P R I S O N E R + I N + 1 7 9 4 . / bust left. [Plate VIII, FO 1 
Spence (1795s), 419; B. 36. Cf. obv. B. 
FR 1: [Britannia] + ROUSE BRITANNIA! + + + / Britannia, right. [Plate VIII, FR 1 
Spence (1795s), 369; B. 37. Cf. rev. E. 
F R 2: [Pig] PIGS MEAT PUBLISHED BY T SPENCE L O N D O N - / a pig, left, etc. [Plate VIII, FR 2 
Spence (1795), 270. Cf. obv. C. 



TABLE I 

Spence Farthing Dies and their Links 
[Reverses] 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Obv. 
Obverses BriVnia Pig Bull-ass Slave Geo3lass Padlock Cat Pitt Sailor Pandora Druid mules 

1. His head Mx 1077 Mx 1081 Mx 1078 Mx 1082 Mx 1079 Mx 1080 
2. 3 Thomas Mx 1113 Mx 1117 Mx 1112 Mx 1118 Mx 1115 Mx 1116 Mx 1114 a 
3. Adam and Eve Mx 1084 Mx 1088c Mx 1085 Mx 1089 Mx 1086 Mx 1087 
4. Keel Nb 30 Nb 32 Nb 29 Nb 34 Nb 31 Nb 28 b 
5. Even fellows Mx 1092 Mx 1096 Mx 1093 Mx 1097 Mx 1094 Mx 1095 Mx 1098 
6. All fours Mx 1099 Mx 1100 Mx 1104 Mx 1101 Mx 1102 Mx 1103 An 460 b 
7. 
8. 

Pigs' Meat 
Tyrants 

Mx 1091 
Mx 1111 

9. Anchor Mx 1090 Nb 35 
10. Paine Mx 1109 Mx 1110 An 459 
11. 3 Hanging Mx 1120 Mx 1121 a 
12. PMCo. An 467 An 464 An 452 
13. Hibernia Db 408 Db 405 An 458 

a Mx 1119. 
b Nb 33. 
c Obv. 3 also occurs in an earlier state with rev. 2, which shows c . JAMES . F. in the exergue, etc. (Mx 1083). 
Abbreviations are the same as for Table II, with the addition of Db for DH, Dublin. 
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F O 2: [Three Thomas's] T H O 5 SPENCE / SIR T H O 5 MORE / T H O 5 PAINE / 1795 / ADVOCATES FOR THE RIGHTS 
OF MAN - / [Plate VIII, F O 2 

Spence (1795), 57 and 236 giving the legend and headed 'Three Thomas's'. Cf. rev. B, 
F O l l . 

F O 3: [Adam & Eve] MAN OVER MAN HE MADE NOT LORD / two half-naked figures, erasure lines in 
the exergue. [Plate VIII, F O 3 

Spence (1795), 58. The words are those of Milton 'and reason' (Spence, 1803, 20; also 
quoted in Pigs' Meat, ii. 204). Modern editions of Paradise Lost (xii. 69-70) in fact read 
'man over men . . .'. The device is perhaps a memory of John Ball's preaching in the 
Peasants' Revolt. 

F R 3: [Bull-Ass] AM I NOT THINE ASS. / 'Bull turned Jackass . . . A bull having an asses head, bearing 
a King' (Spence, 1795, 57). [Plate VIII, F R 31 

The words are those of Balaam's Ass (Numbers, 22: 30), beaten by its master until the 
dumb beast spoke. Spence refers to the source in his Letter from Ralph Hodge to his 
cousin Thomas Bull (1795?), in which he also has some questions 'for poor Johnny 
Bull Who is now so dull', become in fact 'the poor dull ass the public'. John Bull 
appeared in many of the prints of 1795, crushed beneath a royal burden of taxation 
(George, 1959b, 14). 

F O 4: [Keel] **COALY*TYNE** / 1796 / a Tyne barge or 'keel', left. [Plate VIII, F O 4 

Conder (1798), Northumberland 5. Cf. FR 9, obv. O. 

F R 4: [Slave] AM . I . NOT . A . MAN . A N D . A . BROTHER / 'Negro in chains, in a supplicating 
posture' (Spence, 1795, 235), JAMES below. [Plate VIII, F R 4 

A very similar design appears on a halfpenny (DH, Middlesex 1037-9), one obverse 
die of which, clasped hands with the legend MAY SLAVERY & OPPRESSION CEASE THROUGH-
OUT THE WORLD, interestingly occurs also with the London Corresponding Society die 
(DH, Middlesex 289). I am not aware that sympathy with the anti-slavery cause is to 
be found in Spence's writings. 

F O 5: + . EVEN FELLOWS . + / the heads of the Devil and Pitt back to back. [Plate VIII, F O 5 

B., appendix 47. Cf. rev. K, obv. L. 

F R 5 : [George III/Ass] ODDFELLOWS / *A GUINEA PIG A MILLION HOG. / the heads of an ass and George 
III back to back. [Plate VIII, F R 5 

B. 40. Cf. rev. K. 

F O 6: [Man on all fours] IF THE L A W REQUIRES IT WE W I L L W A L K / THUS / a man walking right on feet 
and hands. [Plate VIII, F O 6 

Conder (1798), Not local, farthing 19. There is a print with a similar design and the 
same legend, called The Civil Citizen, signed by W. Spence and published by T. Spence, 
1796 (copy bound at beginning of volume ii in the British Museum set of Pigs' Meat.) 

F R 6: [Padlock] +MUM+ / 17 96 / a padlock. [Plate VIII, F R 6 

B., appendix 53. Cf. rev. W. 
1 Through an oversight, a specimen was selected for illustration on which the king has lost his leg and spur. 
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F O 7: [Pigs' Meat] + I F L O R D S ALL M A N K I N D A R E + + / THEN THEY YE RENTS S H O U ' D SHARE / 'a hand 
referring to the political Bible', P IGS / MEAT / [Plate VIII, F O 7 

The description is from Spence (1795), 67. The legend occurs in Pigs' Meat, iii. 192. 
F R 7: [Cat] IN . SOCIETY . LIVE . FREE . LIKE . ME /17-—-95 / a cat left, JAMES below. [Plate VIII, F R 7 

Spence records this only with FO 7 (1795, 67), with which, therefore, it forms a true 
pair—they both had a raised centre (depressed on the coins). Cf. revs. R, S. 
F O 8: [Tyrants] S U C H . is . T H E . R E W A R D . OF / . TYRANTS . / 1796 / [Plate VIII, F O 8 

Conder (1798), Not local, farthing 74. This must belong with the next die. 
F R 8: [Pitt] END . OF p[eye]T . / a man hanging. [Plate VIII, F R 8 

Conder (1798), Not local, farthing 74. The rebus was put to political use in the later 
eighteenth century particularly (George, 1959a, 8); the same use of the device appears 
on a medallic token of the London Corresponding Society (DH, Middlesex 290). Cf. the 
earlier End of Pain[o\ (obv. PP). 
F R 9: [Sailor] NEWCASTLE / F A R T H I N G / a sailor, right. [Plate VIII, F R 9 

Virtuoso 172, 28 January 1797. Cf. obv. F for a similar figure, and FO 4 for its probable 
true obverse. 

F O 9: [Anchor] PROMISSORY NAVAL F A R T H I N G * / an anchor and cable. 

This links further with a whole board of admirals (DH, Hampshire 98, 100, 107, 110, 
113). 
F O 10: [Paine] E N D OF P A I N / a man hanging on a gibbet, a church in the distance. 

Cf. obv. PP, the three early reverses of which are paralleled in the farthing size. 
F R 10: P A N D O R A S BREECHES / a pair of breeches in flames, a serpent with the head of Priestley below. 
Cf. rev. NN. 
F O 11: [Three hanging] THE . THREE . THOMAS'S / 1796 / three men hanging. 
This is not Spence's Three Thomas's die, for he catalogues it paired with four of his dies 
(1795, 57; 236; 270; 1795s, 369), none of which occurs with FO 11; the halfpenny-size 
version (cf. rev. B) does not even hnk with any certain or likely Spence die. As their dates 
show, these are later satires on Spence's dies with the names in three fines (FO 2, rev. B); 
both occur with a Wrongs of Man die, and the farthing also with Pandora's Breeches 
and MAY THE 3 KNAVES OF JACOBIN CLUBS NEVER GET A TRICK (DH, Middlesex 1121-3). 
F R 11: a Druid 's head between oak branches. 
Cf. obv. Z. Its Spence link is extremely rare, its proper hnk with the next die fairly 
common. 
F O 1 2 : p M c o / THE ANGLESEY MINES F A R T H I N G . / 1 7 8 8 / 

Cf. FR 11. Reverses not shown in the table include the centre of obv. HH (DH, Anglesey 
469). 
F O 13: HIBERNIA. / a female figure, left, holding a harp. 

Both this and the previous die are recorded with FR 8 in Virtuoso 153, dated 7 December 
1796. If they are indeed not Spence's, he might have sold out to Skidmore by this date. 
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M E D A L S O R C U R R E N C Y ? 

As early as 1796 the majority of Spence's tokens were classified rather nebulously as 
'political pieces'. One cannot help suspecting that this heading was devised in order to 
put them out of sight and mind in 'a cell or two in a miscellaneous drawer for such lusae 
monetae'' (Civis, 1797, 32), 'that collectors may not be led on, and feel themselves obliged 
to purchase every thing that is described or represented in the publications of the day' 
(R. Y., 1796, 754). It is worth considering whether they functioned as medals or as 
currency. 

Perhaps it is natural to assume, if their devices were their most important feature, that 
they were medals (or medalets), and so they have been described. There is little or no 
contemporary evidence to support this, however. Spence used the term 'medal' in 1814, 
but the word need not mean anything more than a coin no longer current, neither is the 
use of the word after the suppression of the tokens really significant. 

On the other hand, in 1795 he describes them among the 'provincial, political and 
other . . . coins', and they are 'coins' in his handbill. He used as a common reverse the 
'Little Turnstile halfpenny', and there is a'Newcastle farthing'. Some of his dies osten-
sibly identify provincial tokens, and two are actually called a token. He therefore 
intended his pieces to be accepted as token coins—and of this he has succeeded in 
persuading most writers. Indeed, Sheplard charged him (1798, 122) with having done 
more harm than any other persons in the aggregate to the 'coinage'. 

It is the received opinion, despite their devices, that Spence produced them as tokens 
in order to impose upon collectors' purses. This may well be true in part, especially in 
his last year of token manufacturing: some of his dies appear to be merely curious, and 
one is explicitly 'inscribed to collectors of medals'. No doubt he was not averse to 
augmenting his income by the sale of pieces made cheaply for the purpose. However, 
the characteristics of such pieces would be rarity and high price. On the first, at least 
ninety-seven of his pieces recorded in Dalton and Hamer are described as common 
or 'fairly common', and the following comparison of pieces struck from Spence dies 
which occur both with Spence edges and with an edge naming Skidmore would, if the 
latter were struck by Skidmore, suggest a different aim from his. 

On the second characteristic, it struck R. Y. (1797, 269) that Spence's tokens were selling 
at very great prices, but this merely begs the question of how highly he valued them; in 
fact he could see 'neither design nor execution that can recommend the greater part of 
the political jettons' (ibid.), which were 'the very ditch' of a 'dirty traffick' (1796, 754). 
The prices Miss Banks was charged for tokens (MS.) offer no support for a belief that 
those Spence sold were more expensive than others, or even as expensive; that indeed, 
until a general rise in June 1795 from about Id. to 6d. each, they could be described as 

E/B 
E/I 
I/G 
P/F 
P/G 
P/L 
X/O 

Spence 
Rare 

Fairly common 
Scarce 

Fairly common 
Scarce 
Scarce 

Fairly common 

Skidmore 
Rare 

[DH Addenda] 
Fairly common 

Very rare 
Very rare 
Very rare 

Scarce 
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anything but cheap: on 9 April 1795 she paid Mr. Spence Is. 6d. for twenty halfpence 
and eight farthings; on the 10th Mr. Skidmore 6d. for six tokens, Mr. Spence Is. 6d. for 
twenty-four tokens; on the 11th Mr. Spence Is. for sixteen tokens, on the 14th 6d. for 
eighteen farthings, and so on; whereas on 7 May she was charged 5s. by Hammond, 
another dealer, for the End of Pain / Pandora, and the same price two days later by Skid-
more for the End of Pain j Wrongs of Man. 

There is therefore no question that Spence's tokens were bought by collectors, but 
no proof that profit was his primary aim. Had they been merely curios for collectors 
he would hardly have 'frequently distributed [them] by jerking them from his window 
amongst the passengers [i.e. passers-by]' (Mackenzie, 1827, i. 401). The pseudonymous 
R. Y. divined Spence's real purpose (1797, 269): 'It is not long since I called at Spence's 
shop, and saw many many thousands of different tokens lying in heaps1. . . . These, 
therefore, could not be considered as struck for a limited sale. I confess, considering 
the number I saw struck, and what the subjects of them were, I thought myself justified 
in supposing that it was the intention to circulate them very widely'; to circulate them, 
that is, as propaganda for his Plan. 

Mention has already been made of Spence's penny weekly Pigs' Meat, addressed to 
'the labouring part of mankind'. 'He certainly believed', E. P. Thompson has written 
(1968, 177), 'in the methods of the underground—the secret press, the anonymous 
handbill, the charcoaled pavement, the tavern club . . .'. It was believed that Spenceans 
were at the bottom of bread riots in 1800 and 1801 (ibid. 543); Lord Sidmouth at the 
Home Office was alarmed in 1812 at an outbreak of improper chalked inscriptions such 
as 'Spence's Plan and full bellies' (H.O. 65. 1 and 2, cited Rudkin, 1927, 141); 'we have 
all seen', wrote Cobbett in his Weekly Political Register of 14 December 1816, 'for years 
past, written on the walls in and near London, these words, "SPENCE'S PLAN" '. 'More 
important, in the context of repression', E. P. Thompson continues, 'Spence did not 
believe in a centralized, disciplined underground. His policy was that of the diffusion of 
agitation'. To these media of diffusion we thus add his tokens; but how were they to 
circulate his propaganda ? 

It is possible, in view of these activities, the cheapness of his tokens even to collectors, 
and his countermarking of the currency, that Spence intended his tokens to circulate 
in the currency; if so, their denominations would have made them of most use to those 
'laborious poor' on whose behalf the Commons addressed the King on 3 March 1797 
concerning the state of the copper currency.2 One and possibly a second 'true' pair of 
his dies mimics the regal coinage like an evasive halfpenny3 (there is also a comparable 
pair of farthing dies). Until the collecting mania of c. 17954 the deficiencies of the cur-
rency provided the whole cause and occasion for the fabrication of coin-like pieces. 

1 I know of no better evidence for the quantities 
struck by Spence. Dalton and Hamer give no indica-
tion of the numbers involved in their degrees of rarity. 
The dies here identified as certainly or likely to be 
Spence's together struck at least 420 different pieces 
(including edge varieties), nearly a quarter of them 
described as common. 

2 That one needs to explain his designs does not 
mean that they would have required explanation at 
the time, when people were more generally literate 
than is sometimes thought, and in London accustomed 

by prints to the physiognomy of their rulers and the 
use of visual propaganda. 

3 i.e. a forgery resembling the regal coinage in type, 
but varying in legend in order to evade the penalties 
of the 1742 Act against counterfeiting. See Barnard 
(1926). 

4 Sheplard (1798, 120) dates the 'most prevalent 
and regular' enthusiasm to the latter part of 1794, but 
proceeds to date Hammond's first list to this same 
period. Cf. footnote 2 on p. 127. 
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There is evidence from Scotland that political pieces did reach the 'lower classes' 
(whether as currency or medals is not clear): 'medals' with inscriptions expressive of 
liberty and equality had been forwarded in anonymous letters, and in 1792 were in 
circulation among the commonalty (Meikle, 1912, 95); while in July 1796 Alexander 
Leslie, an Edinburgh bookseller, wrote to the London Corresponding Society offering 
to act as their representative: he would be pleased to receive any of their publications, 
more especially 'medals like half-pence', for which there was a demand (Place, MSS. 
27815, 74, cited Meikle, 1912, 185). Finally, a spy drew Pitt's attention to the political 
implications of the tokens: 'The Presbyterian tradesmen receive them in payment for 
goods, by which intercourse they have frequent opportunities to corrupt the principles 
of that description of men by infusing into their minds the pernicious tenets of Paine's 
Rights of Man.'1 

However, I know of no direct evidence for the currency of Spence's tokens in par-
ticular;2 possibly they were of too high relief and too 'curious' ever to be passed on. 
Those I have seen show few signs of wear—although they would in any case have been 
ousted from circulation by the new Soho coinage of pennies and twopences (proclaimed 
26 July 1797), halfpennies and farthings (1799). As far as the considerable contemporary 
documentation goes—though, deriving from articulate connoisseurs, it is of little sig-
nificance to the question of diffusion among the working class—Spence's tokens were 
bought up as curiosities, as indeed Evans complained had happened to his publications 
(1821, 4, 'to keep them out of the hands of the poor'; see also Rudkin, 1927, 138). The 
only suggestions of any alternative outlet at the time are made by Mackenzie in the 
passage already quoted, and by Davenport with his account (1836, 4) of Spence 'striking 
his copper medals, and circulating them amongst his friends and customers'. 

P R O P A G A N D A 

Nevertheless, they cannot be considered ineffective as propaganda. That Spence was 
not prosecuted on this account is not significant, for visual propaganda had developed 
almost an immunity in England;3 yet the prints were not without political effect. I have 
shown that Spence's Three Thomas's die was parodied with three men hanging, in the 
same way that political prints evoked their counter-prints; in one rare case (farthing 
obv. 21 obv. 11) it was indeed muled with Spence's die,4 as were the End of Pain dies, 
etc., and there appears to have developed quite a war of token issuers. One wonders if 
Archenholtz, author of the Tableau de VAngleterre (1788), would ten years later have 

1 Quoted (without date or source) by J. Bronowski 
and B. Mazlish, The Western Intellectual Tradition 
(1963), 372. 

2 See, though, Seaby's Coin and Medal Bulletin, 
No. 553, June 1964, 229. I have not investigated the 
Privy Council, Home Office, or Treasury Solicitor's 
papers in the Public Record Office. 

3 In Scotland, where conditions were very different, 
John Elder and William Stewart were charged on 
10 January 1793 with publishing and distributing a 
seditious writing and two seditious medals, reading 
respectively 'Liberty, equality, and an end to impress 
warrants/The nation is essentially the source of all 
sovereignty' and 'Liberty of conscience, equal repre-

sentation, and just taxation/For a nation to be free, 
it is sufficient that it wills it'. This was a crime 'by 
the laws of this, and of every other well governed 
realm'. Howell (1817), 25-34; I owe this reference to 
Meikle (1912). 

4 A most interesting specimen of this in the British 
Museum has been overstruck by the dies F05/FR8, 
which almost certainly provides another case in which 
a Spence die was muled with another while he was 
still producing tokens, and strongly suggests that these 
varieties, far from being created conjointly, were 
manufactured so much without Spence's consent that 
he attempted to obliterate one of the resulting pieces. 
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distinguished Britain and Holland thus: 'The Frenchman puts it into song, the ponderous 
Dutchman strikes medals, whereas the Englishman has chosen engravings as the most 
suitable medium for satire' (original quoted George, 1935, xvi-xvii). 

Furthermore, the collectors themselves provide evidence of the diffusion of Spence's 
propaganda. A few of his tokens are recorded by Birchall (1796) in the hands of M. Kan-
macker, London, and Thomas Thompson of Evesham; he himself was from Leeds, 
Conder from Ipswich, and R. Y. from 'the neighbourhood of a very populous manu-
facturing town'. (As collectors, they need not of course have obtained them from cur-
rency; R. Y. actually reported a visit to Spence's shop, and the imprints of the catalogues 
of Birchall and Conder (1798) show connections with London.) If the purpose of pro-
paganda is to annoy, to compel unwilling attention rather than to persuade, Spence's 
tokens certainly had an effect on them. For R. Y. (1796, 753) they were doubtless among 
'the clumsy and paltry productions which are hourly issuing from every dirty alley in 
London or Birmingham, for the purposes of imposition; in some instances for purposes 
of a more serious and premeditated ill-tendency'. Civis suggested (1797, 32) that indig-
nation should not be wasted on 'the trifling political jettons of Spence and others . . . 
such can produce no effect more important than that of licentious caricatures, which 
excite laughter, or incur contempt. The less serious attention to this rude species of wit, 
so much the better . . . The enlightened medallist is of no party.' 'With Civis', R. Y. 
replied (1797, 269), 'I can value merit in whatever shape it may appear; and it is not 
because a jetton proceeds from the shop of one of the three Thomas's that I would reject 
it, but because, having no merit in the execution, I see no good, but many bad purposes 
answered by encouraging its circulation.' 

For Sheplard (1798, 121-2), 'Skidmore of Holborn was one of the most reprehensible 
dealers', yet 'has some claim to our pardon, on account of his beautiful series of the 
London churches'; consequently 'he does not deserve so much censure as Spence . . . 
This man could impugn the conduct of administration, and plead as an advocate for 
public justice, and yet had not private honesty to recommend himself. . . . The designs 
of many of his pieces were contemptible and illiberal in the extreme . . . they have not 
either taste or beautiful execution to recommend them, but are struck in a very careless 
and awkward manner upon the most corrupt copper.' They are 'barbarous jettons' 
(ibid. 743); 'his personal head is scarcely more valuable than the coin that bears its 
resemblance' (ibid. 213); and to complete this invective we have the distasteful spectacle 
of smug satisfaction at another's misfortune: 'Spence experienced the punishment of his 
dishonesty, and became a bankrupt' (ibid. 122). 

Spence's propaganda has continued to have an effect: Sharp (1834, vii) referred to his 
'abominable trash . . . bearing . . . mischievous and inflammatory devices'; and even 
Atkins and Dalton and Hamer felt themselves compelled to describe the head or figure 
on obv. J, rev. K, FO 5, FR 3, 5, and 8 as that of 'a man'. 

C O U N T E R M A R K I N G 

If further evidence is required of Spence's propagandist intent, it may be found in his 
venture into countermarking the currency: 'during his latter days, he was zealously 
employed in disseminating a knowledge of his Plan. With this view, he stamped the 
current coin with the words "Spence's Plan", and his disciples chalked them on every 
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wall in London' (Place, MSS., 229v, information written by one of his correspondents 
on the back of an envelope, presumably Evans's son T. J. Evans, to whom it is addres-
sed). Such an attempt to use the currency (frequently, if not always, employed for state 
propaganda) for propaganda against the constitution, at least as then established in a 
parliament of landlords, must be, to say the least, unusual. 

Compared with his tokens, there is much less documentary evidence of this activity, 
for which there may be a very good reason. If Spence was indeed chagrined at the extent 
to which his tokens were bought up as curiosities, the stamping of the actual currency 
would have recommended itself to him both as a more effective means of circulating 
his propaganda,1 and as a way to avoid the collectors, who were not likely to take an 
interest in damaged pieces—and, indeed, it was three-quarters of a century before they 
were recorded. Countermarking might also, of course, have appealed to him as less 
expensive, but it would still have been necessary for him to acquire the stamps and the 
blank discs on which some of the countermarks appear. 

He would seem to have adopted this expedient after selling his dies. 'He had after',2 

Place recorded (MSS., 184), 'blanks rudely cut out, not quite so large nor so thick as a 
halfpenny, on which he struck words with punches.' They also occur on English, Irish, 
and Scottish copper coins from Charles II to George III.3 Waters concluded (1906, 50) 
that they had mainly been applied before 1787 because 'there were but one or two 
specimens upon any coins of a later date'. In fact the circulation of those coins, with the 
tokens and the evasions, was challenged only by the issue of Boulton's halfpence and 
farthings in 1799; and Spence's countermarks do occur on an evasion (Batty, 1878, 
4667) which dates from 1796/7 (Kent, 1957, 8-9), and on the 'cartwheel' pennies of 1797 
(two examples with the same stamps seen, one of them in the British Museum). The 
probability is, therefore, that he began countermarking c. 1797; a suggestive precursor 
may be found in the distribution, at a meeting of 'the lowest class of the people' held 
by the London Corresponding Society on 29 June 1795, of biscuits embossed 'Freedom 
and plenty or slavery and want' (George, 1942, 8664). How long he continued I cannot 
tell (the countermarked cartwheel in the British Museum looks fairly worn); but the 
regular 1799 and 1806-7 coinages would not have left him much scope for circulating 
the old regal copper or his own blanks. 

Waters had once had about three hundred of Spence's countermarked pieces (1906, 
50). Batty (1878)4 and Waters (1906, 50-2) list the different combinations of slogans, 
of which the following are representative: Read Spence's Plan, you fools, Spence's Plan 
is small farms & every blessing, small farms fat bairns, fat bairns full bellies, plenty for 
ever in small farms, peace and plenty, peace for ever, peace and liberty for ever, war 
is starvation, landlords and starvation, no starvation in peace, Spence's Plan no land-
lords, no parochial starvation, partnership in land and every blessing, partnership in land 
the land is ours, in land is liberty, in land is peace, land and no landlords, no landlords, 

1 Cf. Mr. Dolley's remarks on another episode 
(1965, 184): 'It may be thought . . . that the counter-
marker was extraordinarily perceptive of economic 
trends outside his faction's control in choosing coin-
age as the medium of his protest.' 

2 The word is interpolated and not very clear. I am 
grateful to the Keeper of Manuscripts for confirming 
this reading, and for giving me permission to publish 

the passages from the Place collection. 
3 Also on sixpences. D. F. Allen, 'Political Tokens 

of the 18th Century', read before the British Numis-
matic Society in Mar. 1937. See Addendum 4. 

1 Halfpennies 4323-46, 4348, 4350-1, 4360-3, 
4365-8, 4385-89A, 4515-25A, 4526B-42B, 4553-60, 
4569-71, 4667, 4738^15, 4755-4838, 4841-56, 4942-
64, 5070-87, 5104-27. 
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you rogues, no landlords or war, war or Spence's Plan, war or land, no no landlords 
. . . To set this in some sort of context, it may be noted that in 1796, while Britain was 
at war with France, a Gosport bookbinder was sentenced to the pillory and five years' 
hard labour for saying 'No George, no war' (Thompson, 1968, 192-3). 

As will be realized from the repetition of words and phrases, it is possible to work 
out from the lists of slogans alone what the separate punches were (they are not dis-
tinguished by Batty or Waters). I have, however, confirmed the majority from the 
collections of the British Museum (which unfortunately has only six such pieces), and 
Messrs. R. N. P. Hawkins and C. Brunei, to all of whom I am very grateful; those that 
I have not confirmed are asterisked. Various other marks—a horse, a star, pairs of 
initials, etc.—occur with Spence's countermarks, but as their Spencean significance 
(if any) escapes me, I do not list them; it is intriguing, nevertheless, that two pieces 
reading 'Spence's Plan' on one side had cottages engraved on the other (Batty, 1878, 
4758; 4765). It is interesting also that Mr. Hawkins has a piece holed for suspension in 
such a position that 'Spence's Plan / peace' would be exhibited upright. The twenty-
seven letter stamps are set out below. 

& 
A N D 
BLESSING 
EVERY 
FAT BAIRNS 
FOR EVER 
FULL BELLIES 
IN 
IS 

L A N D 
LANDLORDS 

*LIBERTY 
N O 
OR 
OURS 

PAROCHIAL 
PARTNERSHIP 
PEACE 
PLENTY 

*READ 
SMALL FARMS 
SPENCE'S P L A N 
STARVATION 
THE 
W A R 

YOU FOOLS 
YOU ROGUES 

M U L I N G 

The earliest use of the word 'mule' recorded in the Oxford English Dictionary in the 
sense of a coin presenting two obverse types, or two reverse types, or types which do not 
correspond, is dated 1884. The word does, however, occur earlier: Sharp (1834, 126; 
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183) has a heading 'Mules, or coins impressed with the obverse and reverse of genuine 
dies [szc]'; and Pye uses it in a way (1801, 3) that immediately suggests a neologism: 'the 
endless varieties (not unaptly termed mules) produced by a combination of dies not 
originally intended for the same coin'. In fact, it appears to have been coined five or 
six years before. The satirical 'token collector's halfpenny' of 1796 (DH, Middlesex 
298-9) depicts an old man putting a fool's cap on the head of a seated connoisseur, and 
on one reverse ASSES RUNNING FOR HALFPENCE, while the other, with the edge ANY SUM 
GIVEN FOR SCARCE ORIGINAL IMPRESSIONS, bears an ass saluting a mule with the words 
BE ASSURED FRIEND MULE YOU NEVER SHALL WANT MY PROTECTION. Referring to this piece, 
Sharp (1834, iv) says that 'the very appropriate term "Mule" was ever after applied to 
these illegitimate varieties'; but the term can hardly have originated with this piece, 
since the numismatic sense clearly derives not directly from the animal but from the 
concept of a hybrid. If that sense already existed, the piece was a satire of considerable 
wit; if not, there would have been no reason to depict a mule. Evidently, therefore, the 
term was in existence in 1796; whereas it was not at any rate in general use in 1795: 
'some persons . . . by striking the reverse of one die with the obverse of another, and 
vice versa . . . have produced a great number of different coins, which are vulgarly called 
"Bastards" V 

There is usually a reason for the creation of a new term. What was perhaps new in 
1795 (not mules themselves of course), or at least a novelty to collectors, was the deliber-
ate creation of varieties by muling. This finds documentary support: Pye had ceased to 
take an interest in the tokens (in 1795) once 'obverses and reverses [were] mixed on 
purpose to make variety' (1796, 991); R. Y. gave a warning (1797, 268) that 'dies were 
inter-changed and crossed into others'; Sheplard recalled (1798, 121-2) that 'the drawers 
of the dealers and the cabinets of the curious were immediately inundated with coins of 
an heterogeneous nature: coins whose obverses and reverses had no relation to each 
other . . . This interchanging of the dies and multiplication of the coins almost totally 
changed the nature of the pursuit.' The Gentleman's Magazine of 1796-8 demonstrates 
that Spence was of great concern to collectors; his handbill advertises his willingness to 
create mules; Skidmore's dies may have been more extensively muled, but Spence's dies 
were certainly more intensively muled than any others and his muling therefore the 
most conspicuous: 'Skidmore of Holborn was one of the most reprehensible dealers that 
practised this imposition; but . . . Spence . . . His dies were numerous; and they were 
inter-changed almost beyond the powers of calculation' (Sheplard, 1798, 121-2). There 
is justification for suggesting, therefore, that Spence's productions were very much in 
the mind of whoever first used the word 'mule' numismatically. 

To know whether he did in fact originate intentional muling, even in the seventeen-
nineties, requires a great deal more investigation of die-linking in the tokens; but he 
must have a strong claim. Failing such documentary evidence of intent as Spence's 
handbill, the question will be determined by the extent and complexity of die-linking; 
and the only cases recorded in the main part of Spence's catalogue (1795) in which a 
die even pairs with more than two others2 appear to be the following cross-links. 

1 J. Hammond, The Virtuoso's Guide in Collecting 
Provincial Copper Coins, 1795, quoted by Dalton and 
Hamer, pp. [34-]. 

2 A second reverse (and any straightforward pro-

gression of dies) can readily be accepted as replace-
ment dies; however, Spence (1795), 187, 189 = DH, 
Westmorland 5 and ?4, by Lutwyche of Birmingham, 
look rather like intentionally created varieties. 
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FR 2: Piq 

FO 2:3 Thomas's 

FR 3: Bull-Ass 

FO 3 : Adam 6 Eve 

FR 4; Slave 
F I G . 3. 

Again it is commonly believed that mules were all produced for the purposes of sale, 
'stimulated by the hopes of gain'.1 It has to be conceded that financial considerations 
cannot be entirely ruled out for Spence—though is it possible that such a die as Dudley 
Castle or the Highlander might have been employed to insinuate into the hands of con-
noisseurs a coin with a political device on the other side? An examination of the diagram 
above of Spence's first inter-linking of dies, however, will reveal that all the pairings 
make sense: 'Am I not a man and a brother ?' and 'Am I not thine ass ?' with their solu-
tions 'Man over man He made not lord', and 'Advocates for the rights of man'; and 
'Pigs' Meat' where the solutions may be found. Further, he used for his countermarking 
the same technique of combining and recombining a limited number of elements to 
make kaleidoscopic patterns of meaning. Perhaps it was suggested by his early attention 
to the letters of the alphabet. 

Spence's initial motive in muling, I suggest, was to express an imaginative interplay 
of meaning, to create grotesques in Ruskin's sense of 'the expression, in a moment, by 
a series of symbols thrown together in bold and fearless connection, of truths which it 
would have taken a long time to express in any verbal way, and of which the connection 
is left for the beholder to work out for himself'. There are sufficient grounds, among the 
dies which he listed in the handbill, to support the contention that this continued to be 
his primary aim;2 and two examples of such worked-out connections may be given. 
Professor Mathias (1962, 34) has seen Spence's Deserted Village combined with the 
Shepherd 'surveying a vast tract of country empty of other cultivators' (G/F) as sugges-
ting the Tudor story of enclosures for pasture making the sheep 'eat up men'. Finally, 
much of what Dr. George has called the most inflammatory of the prints (1959b, 20; 
1942, 8365), by 'Citizen' Lee whose emphasis like Spence's was upon parochial and 
village associations, but who unlike Spence found it necessary to flee to America (Thomp-
son, 1968, 155; 197), is to be found (especially if obv. T represents George III) in a more 
subtle fashion in the links of rev. T, the Guillotine. Truly the revolutionary republicans 
were enterprising in their propaganda. 

Apart from one isolated medal, I have attributed to Spence forty-three halfpenny-
size dies and seventeen of the farthing size; identified eleven halfpenny dies as likely to 
be his, of which one on the analogy of a farthing would not have been; described another 

1 Hammond, 1795 (whose first catalogue had been p. [3], See also Sheplard (1798), 120-2. 
eclipsed by Spence's), quoted by Dalton and Hamer, 2 See Addendum 5. 

C O N C L U S I O N 
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thirty-six halfpenny and seven farthing dies linked with them, none of which—if, as 
seems likely, Campbell's, Pidcock's, and Skidmore's tokens were struck in the same 
workshop as Spence'S—need be his. There is no reason to consider the satirical F R E N C H 

L I B E R T Y / E N G L I S H S L A V E R Y or Three Men Hanging to be Spence's, as Dalton and Hamer 
have done. A disputed handbill lists Spence's dies and must have been published by him. 
The identification of Spence's Bastille die has been corrected, and a die that Dalton and 
Hamer included without seeing explained away. In addition to dies illustrating points in 
his Plan, I have connected Spence with designs representing a guillotine, Lord George 
Gordon, the United Englishmen and Irishmen, and anti-slavery. I have argued that his 
pieces were not medals but propagandist tokens, and have made out a case (not proven) 
that they were intended to circulate his propaganda not among the curious but among 
the working class, in the same way as his countermarking. Finally, I have found Spence 
making secular use of 'millennium' a quarter of a century earlier than the first record 
in O.E.D.; and have traced the word 'mule' in its numismatic sense (O.E.D. 1884) back 
to 1796, suggesting that numismatists owe it to the 'grotesque' Jacobin propaganda of 
Thomas Spence. 
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N O T E S O N T A B L E I I 

a. Die-pairings that occur are recorded according to their catalogue number in Dal ton and Hamer , 
ignoring the fact that they use the number to describe an edge also. The counties are abbreviated thus: 
An-Anglesey, Bk-Buckinghamshire, Do-Dorset , Ex-Essex, Ha-Hampshire, Ht-Hertfordshire, Lt-
Lothian, Mx-Middlesex, Nb-Northumberland, So-Somerset, Sx-Sussex, Wa-Warwickshire, Wi-Wilt-
shire, Wo-Worcestershire. 

b. Atkins adds the pair L /E (1892, Mx 623 bis). 
c. Batty (1870-1) would add the following: W/PP (914), X / C (1276), and the reverse mules C/J 

(1266c), C /W (1277A), C/Y (1271), and C / K K (1274). His cataloguing does not, however, inspire 
confidence in his die identities. 

d. For the following Dalton and Hamer rely on Atkins (1892) and 'notes that have been supplied 
by various collectors': C/D, E/K, K/Y, O/II, EE/OO, the obverse mules EE /HH, H H / K K , HH/TT , 
N N / Q Q , and the reverse mules B/P, C/D, D/P, F /H, F/P, K/W, L/Y, L /NN. 

e. Rev. F also occurs in an earlier stage with the date clear, paired with obvs. B (DH, Addenda, Mx 
690 bis) and H (Wo 7). There is no information on the point in the catalogues for the coin WW/ 'F . 
which is not in the British Museum nor, as I am grateful to the Curator for telling me, in the Bucking-
hamshire County Museum. 

/ . L /L also occurs with the addition of dotted borders (Mx 805). 
g. Obv. N with rev. OO and obv. F F is in a later state with legend RT HONORABLE C.J .FOX. and date 

1797. 
h. Q / N N also occurs on a penny-size blank (Mx 34). 
i. Obv. W with rev. X is in an earlier state lacking the legend. 
j. Obv. E E with rev. OO (etc.) is in an earlier state lacking the date. 
k. D H Ex 28 is described just as ' R : Odd Fellow'; it might, therefore, be either JJ /K or an obverse 
mule L/JJ. 
C 7473 M 
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I. Atkins confirms that it is with rev. C that obv. SS pairs (1892, W a 246). 
m. Dal ton and Hamer have insufficiently distinguished the two cat dies (revs. R and S), and I have 

been unable to establish which die it is (though probably S as by far the commoner) that pairs with 
obv. JJ (Ex. 27; the piece is neither in the British Museum nor, as I am grateful to the Borough Librarian 
and Curator for informing me, in the Chelmsford and Essex Museum), obv. N N (Atkins, 1892, No t 
local 119, appears to confirm that it is S), and forms a reverse mule with W (Mx 759 bis). 

A D D E N D A 

1. Though everything points to the production of Spence's tokens at Skidmore's 'manufactory 
& iron-foundry' in Clerkenwell, an investigation of the links which do not involve a Spence die 
has revealed that rev. L L belongs to a distinct group which includes dies naming as manufacturer 
both Kempson and Lutwyche of Birmingham. One begins to feel that all the eighteenth-century 
tokens are die-linked! 

2. Rev. L : H . A. Grueber identified the hand and heart on this die as a sign of a Fleet marriage 
(Numismatic Chronicle, 3rd series, 11, 1891, 97). I t originated with obv. L, which would after all, 
therefore, point to a similarly surreptitious union beneath the superficial opposition, the two forming 
another associated pair. 

3. Rev. Q : I find that Mendoza defeated Richard Humphries in Doncaster on 29 September,1790. 
4. I now realize that one of the pieces in the British Museum countermarked by Spence is a very 

worn shilling of William III. This was indeed the one denomination mentioned by William Hone in 
referring to the dissemination of Spence's Plan, 'respecting which a vast deal of inquiry has been 
made by persons who have seen the words chalked on the walls, and stamped on shillings' (Hone's 
broadside Riots in London, Part I I . . . elucidating the events of Monday, December 2, 1816; copy 
in the British Museum bound between pages 106 and 107 in the Place Collection, set 39, unnumbered 
volume covering 1811-18). 

5. The Revd. W. R. Hay (who was one of the magistrates at Peterloo) recorded the following 
very interesting remarks on Spence's muling (S. H . Hamer, 'Notes on some interesting token 
books and their original owner' , Spink's Monthly Numismatic Circular, 11 (127), June 1903, cols. 
6048-56): 'There were various other dies which, though not apparently mischievous in themselves, 
were capable of making a strong impression when mixed with others; . . . without arrangement of 
them one could scarcely conceive how industrious and ingenious these jacobins were in the instance 
of Medals to poison the minds of the community. ' 
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II 
Ch. & K. 

Mx 880 

Nb 18d 

Mx 329 



B C D E F G 
Obverses 3 Thomas Bkslr (9) Indian Brit'nia Shepherd 3 armed 

B His head Mx 677 Mx 694 Mx 684 Mx 678 Mx 690° Mx 681 
C Pig Mx 842 Mx 846d Mx 843 Mx 848 Mx 844 
D Bkslr (8) Mx 706 Mx 711 
E Ass Mx 716 Mx 719 Mx 717 
F J. Spence Nb 5 Nb 6 Nb 15 Nb 8 
G Desd. Vil Mx 746 Mx 744 Mx 749 
H Dudley Wo 9 Wo 10 Wo 8= Wo 13 
I Press G. Mx 725 Mx 732 Mx 727 Mx 737 Mx 729 
J Lib. tree Mx 882 Mx 888 Mx 883 Mx 861 Mx 885 
K Bef. Revn Mx 849 Mx 853 Mx 851 
L Pitt/Fox Mx 798 Note b Mx 808 Mx 803 
M H. Tooke Mx 873 Mx 702 Mx 875 
N C. J. Fox Mx 695 Mx 765 Mx 762 Mx 769 Mx 764 
O Keel '95 Nb 19 Nb 22 
P End oppr. Mx 818 Mx 823 Mx 819 Mx 825 Mx 821 
Q Mendoza Mx 788 
R Dog 
s Coing. pr 
T United 
U Snuffjar 
V Thelwall Mx 701 
w Gordon '93 Mx 696 Mx 775 
X Sailor Note c 
Y M. S. Boy Mx 698 
Z Druid An 424 
AA Wmr. sch. Mx 704 
BB Spaniard Mx 700 
CC Turk Mx 703 
DD Brighton 
EE Louis XVI 
FF Minerva Mx 699 
GG Hendon 
HH Forge 
II Anchor '91 
JJ Flitch 
KK Elliot 
LL Hagley Wo 22 
MM Hallan 
NN Howe 
OO Orchard Ht 3 
PP Paine 
QQ Salisbury 
RR Shakesp. Wa 321 
SS Hon. Shak. Wa 3241 

TT Shield 
UU Skidmore 
v v Stag Mx 860 
WW Wheeler Bk 10e 

Rev. Mules 1 2, 3, c 2 , 4 5, 6 7, 8 



H I J K L M N O P 
Soldiers Cock, &c. Aft. revn Geo 3 jass Ht. in hd. O'Bailey Caduceus Anchor Beg. oppr. 1 

Mx 691 Mx 685 Mx 689 Mx 686 Mx 682 Mx 679 Mx 687 
Mx 847 Mx 794 Mx 845 

Mx 712 
Mx 720 Mx 722 Mx 721d 

Nb 11 Nb 14 Nb 12 Nb 9 
Mx 747 Mx 748 
Wo 16 Wo 18 Wo 17 Wo 14 Wo 11 
Mx 733 Mx 736 Mx 734 Mx 731 Mx 728 Mx 735 M: 
Mx 889 Mx 890 Mx 797 Mx 886 Mx 884 Mx 817 
Mx 852 Mx 854 Mx 790 
Mx 807 Mx 795 Mx 804f Mx 800 Mx 801 

Mx 877 Mx 796 Mx 876 Mx 878 
Mx 770 Mx 766 Mx 767 Mx 763 Mx 768 

Nb 20 
Mx 824 Mx 793 Mx 822 Mx 820 Mx 814 

M> 
Mx 755 Mx 750 Mx 754 

M J 

Mx 867 Mx 868 Mx 816 
Mx 779 Mx 777 Mx 780 Mx 776 Mx 778 

Mx 857 

Sx 8 

Mx 332 
Mx 498 

Note k 
Wa 230 

Wo 30 

Mx 863 
Bk 8 

5 9 Note c 9-11 12, 13 3, 14, 15 1, 4, 6, 7, 10 

Rev. mules: 1 (B/P) N 
2 (C/D \ 
3 (CIO) V 
4 (D/PJ M 
5 (F/HJ M 



TABLE II 

Links of Certain and Likely Spence Halfpenny Dies'1 

[Reverses] 
Q 

Boxers 
R 

Cat, lib. 

Mx 726 

Mx 850 

Ms 785 

Mx 740 

5 
Cat, free 

Mx 680 

Nb 7 

Wo 12 

Mx 802 

Mx 751 

T 
Guillot. 

U 
Harp &c. 

Mx 739 
Mx 892 
Mx 855 

Mx 901 
Mx 741 
Mx 899 

V 
Highldr. 

Mx 683 

Mx 710 

Nb 10 
Mx 745 
Wo 15 

Mx 887 

Mx 806 

Nb 21 

Mx 753 
Mx 742 
Mx 900 
Lt 18 

W 
Freeborn 

Mx 709 
Mx 718 

Mx 730 

Mx 752 

Mx 759 

X 
Gordon '80 

Mx 782' 

Y 
Tnstile 

Mx 693 

Mx 715 
Mx 723 
Nb 16 

Wo 20 
Mx 738 
Mx 891 
Mx 856d 

Mx 810 
Mx 879 
Mx 771 
Nb 23 
Mx 826 
Mx 789 
Mx 756 
Mx 743 

Mx 871 
Mx 781 

Mx 784 
An 425 
Mx 898 
Mx 896 
Mx 897 

Mx 1001 

Mx 331 
Mx 509 

Mx 513 

Ms 327 
Mx 494 

Mx 895 

Note m 

Note ma 

Sx 33 
Note in 

Wa 138 
Ha 31™ 

Wi 18 

Wo 31 

Ex 25 

Wa 134 

Wo 

t® Note urn Note ra 

Mx 518 

11, c, m 

Mx 828 

Wa 323 
Wa 326 

Mx 864 

12, 14, c 

m m Ms am4 6 iK P: Mx >t? ; 11 (K.\V > Mx 758* Obv. mules: 17 (D/M) Mx 874 
(C;D Wiffll" 7 (G/P) M s §12 12 (L/TQ Mx S944 18 (D/X) Mx 713 
(CO) D f e m S> {GIPm Mx 757 13 (L/NN) Mx S40* 19 (FjO) Nb 3 
rniv) sts^ 9 tl/Ki Mx 792 14 t O Y) Mx 893 20 (N/FFF Mx 1015 
(F;H) v.; *?;•• 1® Ms 191 115 »© NNi M s 839 



r 
stile 

Z 
Bluecoat 

AA 
B'deweU 

BB 
Campbell 

CC 
Tiger 

I DD 
| Siege 

EE 
Anchor '94 

FF 
Lib. cap 

GG 
Lys 

HH 
Dunmow 

693 Mx 692 

715 
723 
6 

Mx 707 Mx 708 

Nb 17 

20 
738 
891 
356D 

Wo 19 

Ex 17 

310 
379 
771 
3 
326 
m 
'56 
43 

Mx 786 

Mx 809 

71 
Lt 14 

Mx 870 Mx 865 Mx 872 
81 

84 
25 
98 
96 
97 

Mx 724 

Mx 858 

95 

Sx 6 
Mx 1000 

Mx 334 
Mx 508 

Mx 514 Mx 516 
Ex 20 

Ex 12 
Ex 14 

Ex 31 
Wa 229 

Ex 11 

Ha 35 Ex 21 

2 8 

23 
2 6 

Wi 16 

Wo 29 

54 
Bk 13 

L= c 

21 (V/FF) Mx 866 
22 (X/Y) Mx 783 
23 (X/WW) Bk 11 
24 (EE/HH) Mx 506" 

25 (HH/JJ) Ex 24 
26 (HH/KK) Mx 501d 

27 (HH/TT) Mx 504d 

28 (NN/QQ) Wi 17d 

29 (RR/SS) Wa 320 



H II 
m Ch. & K. 

Mx 880 

Nb 18d 

Mx 329 

JJ 
Allen 

Do 

KK 
Snail 

Mx 714 

LL 
Heath 

So 46 

Mx 869 

Wo 21 

Mx 862 

Note c 

MM 
King 

Mx 881 

Sx 29 

Mx 330 
Mx 499 
Sx 27 

Wa 136 
Sx 30 

NN 
Pandora 
Mx 688 

Nb 13 

Mx 841 

Mx 787h 

An 426 

Mx 827 

Wa 322 
Wa 325 

Bk 9 
13 ,15 

00 
P.S. Co. 

PP 
Tree &c. 

Mx 

Mx 

1014^ Mx 

Noti 

997dj 

772 

QQ 
Keel -97 

Nb 

Obv. 
mules 

17, 18 

1 9 " 

Note k 
17 
20^ 
19 

21 

18, 22, 23 
22 

24 
20, 21 

24-7 

25 
26 

28 

28 
29 
29 
27 

23 
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